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Americans Commemorate King's Birthday, Dream
One year before it becomes a
national holiday, the 55th birthday
of slain civil rights leader Martin
Luther King Jr. was commemorated
Sunday by his widow and other
Americans who remembered King's
dream of equality and pence.
King, a Baptist minister who won
the Nobel Peace Prize, was assassinated April 4, 1968, in Memphis.
Tenn. He would have been 55
Sunday.
Coretta Scott King, who led the
fjght for the federal holiday.
attended a concert of gospel music in
the Newark, N.J., Symphony Hall
featuring speeches by civic leaders.
After King's death she created the
Atlanta-based Martin Lltther King
Jr. Center for Nonviolent Social
Change, which has since served as
the impetus for nationnl celebrations
#
'
of his birth .
...
.
She also planned to appear at a
.f'!""t ' ) ..
birthday cocktail party at the Grund
Hyatt Hotel, followed by an evening
of music and poetry in the Town Hall
with readings by Coleen Dewhurst
and Gloria Foster.
Civic leaders in Pittsburgh also
resurrected King's words as they renamed a Port Authority Transit of
Allegheny County bus tine that
Scott Caraway
Auditorium and ended their celebration with several speakers opened last February the •'Martin
Luther King Jr. East Busway."
and group singing at the Convention Center.
The busway, which excludes cars
and trucks and links the downtown
with suburbs, "serves and benefits
neighborhoods comprised of many
lower-income families dependent
largely on bus transportation," said
state
Sen. James Romanelli.
Glenn tried to interrupt him: "I have of the past," Hart said. "Fritz
In Hartford, Conn., the city's Rethe floor! l.have the floor!"
(Mondale), you cannot lead this na''The reason we have a $200 bil- lion if you promise everybody ev- vitalization Corps of Hartford
hosted a memorial service in King's
lion budget deficit is because you erything."
voted for Reaganomics," Mondale
"You're right and l have not," honor as the state prepared to celescolded Glenn. "He voted for the Mondate said. "1 have promised to brate a state holiday today dedicated
8-1 bomber, poison nerve gas. And educate our children , .. and put to the slain civil rights leader.
State Treasurer Henry Parker, the
he uses voodoo numbers to say what America back to work, and what is
my programs would cost. My posi- America if not that kind of prom- state's highest elected black official,
said that through King the nation
lion is responsible."
ises7"
Askew sought to defuse the argu- · Each of the candidates seemed will honor •'the achievements of all
ment, quipping: "You're both right bent on carving out his own turf and Americans of all colors who seek the
America he dreamed of- an
about each other."
image.
Jackson tried to play the role of · Former Sen. George McGovern, America that lives out the true mean·
peacemaker, but that didn't stop 0-S.D.,cametoMondale'sdefense ing of its creed."
Sen. Gllr.y Hart, D-Colo., from and said Democrats should avoid
While most Americans talked of
leveling another blast at Mondale. ganging up on the front-runner and King's ideals, Sen. John Daniels,
•'This party will not regain power · concentrate on defeating President
continued on page 3
as long as we listen to the leadership Reagan.

'"
;...,
.... ,..-4

About roo people march ovlll' the Grand AvMue bridge Sun·
day on their way downtown during an observance of Martin
Luther King's birthday. The march.,. started from the Clvlt:

Democrats' Debate Becomes Free-for-All
HANOVER, N.H. (UPI)- A
debate among the eight Democratic
presidentiill candidates erupted into
a shouting match between the two
front-runners Sunday, with John
Glenn accusing Walter Mondale of
engaging in "gobbledygook" and
Mondale calling Glenn's charge
"baloney."
There were no clear winners or
losers in the three-hour, free-for-all
which was broadcast nationally
from Dartmouth College.
The Glenn-Mondale exchange,
following 2V2 hours of gentlemanly
discussion, became so heated for a
few minutes that Jesse Jackson
admonished the two, "We have to
conduct the affairs of this business in
a serious vein. •'
Former Florida Gov. Reub in
Askew and Sen. Gary Hart, 0Colo., also jumped into the fray.
The exchange began after Moodale, former vice president and acknowledged front-runner for the

Democratic nomination, outlined
his program to cut federal deficits.
Glenn, the Ohio senator and Moodale's closest rival, said with disgust: "That's the same big gobbledygook we've been hearing for
years."
"Is this going to be a Democratic
Party that promises everything to everybody and runs up a $170 billion
bill?" Glenn asked, using the figure
he says Mondale's campaign promises would cost.
''I'm disgusted and tired of all the
vague promises,., Glenn said,
adding that Mondale would add to
the deficits he has pledged to cut.
Mondale tried repeatedly tQ interrupt Glenn, saying, "Point ()f per•
sonal privilege! Point of personal
privilege!" He finally said,
"There's just been a six minute
speech and all of it is baloney."
Both men jumped to their feet before a stunned but amused audience
of about 800. Mondate shouted as

Snow Storm Moves On;
Travel Advisories Ended
From Wire Reports
A storm which snarled highways with up to 14 inches of ~now in the
northern half of New Mexico Saturday moved to the east Sunday, and travel
advisories were discontinued.
...
The .storm system moved on toward the Mississippi Valley, leaving only a
few lingering mountain snow flurries and areas of fog Sunday.
Northern New Mexico roads, which were characterized by hazardous
driving conditions Saturday night and early Sunday 1 received little if any
additional snowfall Sunday afternoon.
A gradual improvement in road conditions took place as temperatures rose
and the sun appeared. Although travel advisories expired, authorities still
urged caution in driving .in shady areas, the higher mountains and on Jess
traveled roads.
The community of Gascon, near Mora, received 14 inches of snow
Saturday. Other measurements included a foot at Raton, 9 inches at Chama
and Red River, 8 inches at Taos, 6 inches at Moriarty and Las Vegas, 5 inches
at Grants, and 4 inches at Star Lake.
•
Scoli Carl/Nay
It was the first substantial generalized snowfall of the year in Albuquerque, Several enterprising UNM studentl take advantage of recent snowfall by building an igloo at
where the measurements ranged between 2·4 inches. Other communities Johnson Flfld Sunday.
with at least2 inches induded.Tucumcari. Clovis, Ruido:;o and Silver City.

P;1ge J, New Mexico Daily l.obn, Jan11ary Ill, 1984

Wire Report

by United Press International

Reagan Speech Proposes U.S.-Soviet
"Common Interests" to Avoid War

GEORGE
CARLIN
Special Guest Steve Goodman
Friday, January 20th, 8pm
Kiva Auditorium

JUtMetltCf!lj
qr~H/l

Saturday, January 28th, 8pm
Kiva Auditorium
Presented by

WASHINGTON ~- Prc~idcnt
Reagan will turn away from three
years of harsh unti-Sovh:t rhetoric
today by insisting in a national
(tddrcss ''there is no rational alterna·
tive" to "peaceful competition" between the superpowers, the White
House said Sunday.
Hoping to provide the impetus
needed to case strains that huve
fueled political anxiety at home and
abroad, Reagan will point the way
toward impmved relation~ with the
Soviet Union in a major speech at the
White House.
"I believe 1984 finds the United
States in its strongest position in
years to establish a constructive and
realistic working relationship with
the Soviet Union," Reagan says in a
partial text released Sunday by the
White House.
·
The 10 a.m. EST speech, to be
broadcast live by all three major
television networks, will be directed
at three distinct audiences: Amcr·
ican voters. the Soviets and Western
Europe.
The address - to be delivered to
an East Room audience of present
and former government officials and
members of Congress - will be
beamed by satellite to Europe, courtesy of the U.S. government.
A senior White House official
said Reagan will acknowledge,
"neither we nor the Soviet Union
can wish away the differences between our two societies and our phi·
losophies."
'
"But we should always remcm·
ber that we do have common interests," Reagan says, "and the
foremost among them is to avoid
war and reduce the levels of arms."

The oFficial said Reagan believes to achieve !.heir goals. Just last year.
the speech is important "to present he referred to the Soviet Union as an
in a clear and comprehensive man- "evil empire" and "the focus of
ncr his objective, which is to solve evil in the modern world."
problems with the Soviet Union and
But in borrowing words uttered
to improve the state of this crucial by President Kennedy after the tense
relationship.''
period of the Cuban missile crisis,
Reagan will go to great lengths to Reagan suggests a way out of the
accentuate what one adviser termed abyss into which relations between
"a positive and constructive out- Washington and Moscow have
look.'' He will mention suspected fallen.
Soviet violations of arms agree"Let us not be blind to our differments, but not belabor the point, ences," he says, quoting Kennedy.
even though the administration is "But let us also direct attention to
prepared to deliver a lengthy report our common interests and to the
on the subject to Congress, aides means by which those differences
said.
can be resolved."
And Reagan will contend that his
The Reagan speech comes on the
ambitious arms buildup of the last eve of an East-West disam1ament
three years has not pushed the two conference in Stockholm that will
superpowers closer to confronta- provide the setting for a meeting betion, as some of his critics contend, tween Secretary of State George
but has created a clear incentive for Shultz and Soviet Foreign Minister
Moscow to negotiate,
Andrei Gromyko - the first such
Reagan goes on to say that with high-level contact in four months.
his strategic weapons program
The two held a stormy session in
approved by Congress, "America's September after the Soviet downing
deterrence i~ more credible and it is of a Korean airliner. Their meeting
making the world a safer place Wednesday will take place in an
safer because now there is less dan- atmosphere of uncertainty created
ger that the Soviet leadership will by a Soviet walkout that plunged
underestimate our strength or ques- anns control talks into a state of limtion our resolve."
bo for the first time in a decade.
"There is no rational alternative
The senior White House official
but to steer a course which I would said the administration hopes therecall credible deterrence and peaceful sumption of talks between Shultz
competition," Reagan continues. and Gromyko ''will help move the
"And if we do so, we might find U .S.-Soviet relationship forward."
areas in which we could engage in
In addition to extending an olive
constructive cooperation."
branch to Moscow, administration
The tone is a marked departure for officials conceded a major objective
Reagan, who charged within days of is to soften Reagan •s ''warmonger''
taking office that the Soviets "rc· image and assuage concerns in
serve unto themselves the right to Western Europe, where his arms
commit any crime, to lie, to cheat" policies have spawned protests.

Arms Concessions Improbable
Tickets available at all G1ant Ticket Centers:
The General Stores in Albuquerque and Santa Fe
Record Bar '" Coronado Center
and in Taos at Que Pasa
The New Wild West Music
S.U.B. Box Office at UNM
60' service charge on all tickets

LONDON - Secretary of State
George Shultz told Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher Sunday the
Reagan administration would resist
pressure to make concessions to get
the Soviet Union to return to nuclear
arms talks.
A senior administration official
traveling with Shultz, who is to meet
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with Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko Wednesday, said the Un·
ited States wants to resume a broad
dialogue with the Kremlin.
But the official said the recessed
talks in Geneva on medium range
missiles is only one of the problems
in the American-Soviet relationship.
He indicated Reagan wants to be-

gin to ease tensions with Moscow by
talking about a number of troublesome issues and not necessarily the
toughest one- nuclear am1s.
The official indicated there would
be no giveaways by Washington to
Moscow .to resume the talks that ended in December on medium-range
and strategic nuclear missile forces.
"The United States is unlikely to
make concessions, beyond where
weare {in the American position). to
gel those talks started," the senior
official told reporters.
NATO late last year bega11 deploying the first of 572 U.S. cruise
and Pershing-2 missiles to be sta·
tioned in Europe over a five-year
period to counter more than 300
Soviet triple-warhead SS-20 missiles trained on Western Europe.
In response, the Soviets Nov. 23
walked out of the Geneva talks on
reducing NATO and Soviet
medium-range missiles in Europe.
The Soviets also refused to set a
date for the resumption of suspended
negotiations with Washington on
strategic missile arsenals or on renewing talks to reduce conventional
forces in Europe.
Soviet President Yuri Andtopov
has called for NATO to destroy its
newly deployed missiles in order for
the Geneva talks to resume - a demand Washingtoll has rejected.
The missile was believed to have
dominated the meeting Shultz, who
arrived earlier Sunday, had with
Thatcher at her No. 10 Downing
St. ~ a sessiM that stretched 45
minutes longer than scheduled.
Shultz goes to Stockholm Monday an East-West security confer~
cnce designed to reduce the threat of
war in Europe.

Lobo Classlfleds
Just 17¢ per word per
lsauel Check It out today at
·131 Marron Hall.

Dream------------ Job
continued from page 1
D-New Haven, said King's ctreams
have yetto be realized. "As I look
around ... I'm somewhat discouraged," Daniels said.
"Poverty and. unemployment is
higher today than 20 years ago and
blacks have less of a chance to get
decent and affordable housing.''
In Atlanta, King was remembered
at a testimonial dinner Saturday
night as a leader who believed peace
could be achieved through humanitarian rather than military means.

Opportunities To Increase

By (;corge t;, (;orospc
Former President Jimmy Carter
was the featured speaker al the dinA rebuilding of workforce levels among Ill. 900 em·
ner honoring Atlanta Mayor Andrew ploycrs polled across the nation indicates u continued
Young.
upswing in ~mploymcnt opportunities in till' Lt.S. dur"He.likc Martin Luther King Jr., ing the first quarter of 1984, with above-average hiring
was never able or willing to com- predicted in tim We~t and South, according to a ~urvcy
promise principle," said Carter. ctlnducted by Manpower, Inc.
"The principles that have guided
Manp~1wcr. which ha., cond!Jctcd the national em·
these two men have been the princi·
pies that have guided our nation." ploymcnt survey quarterly lbr past eight years. said 22
percent of the employers contacted plan to hire addition"
Young was a King lieutenant in al workers in the firstqu.1rtcrofthc n~w year, L'lllllP<Ircd
the Southern Christian Leadership to 14 percent a year ago.
Conference of the 1960s.
''The number of durable good~ manufacturing l'inns
planning to hire is more thnn dmtblc that of last ycnr, · ·
said Mitchell S. Fmmstcin, president .of Manpower.

Need a reason to get out
.of the house?
Read "Stepping Out" in
the Hew Mexico Daily Lobo

Fromstein said the latest pnll confirms the trend of
increased cmpl.oyment. set in the last qlH111L'r nf I 98:\ and
nttributcd it tn the luwcr·than·<IVCragc lllllnbcr of finm
ph111ning to rcdut·c their workforce in both durahll• and
nnn"durnblc gnods manufilcturi ng.
Durable goods incfudc manufactured items wl'l1 a..
applianL'L'S, nwh and nflkc cquipnwnt. Nun·dUI,Ibk•
goods include fond and other items that <Ire rcpla~cahk

nr p~nshable.

The ~urvcy polled cruploy~rs in 1.1 L'al~:goric., and
divided the country into lour rcgwno, Tlw North,w•t
was predicted tn be on par with thl' nal!nnal hiring
average. and the Midwest was the only rl·gion in tlll'
nation predicted to f;tll sho1t of the nation;d aWf!!l'
Conversely, the South and the West \H'rr pn.•dtct~·d In
exceed the national hiring rate.
The survey indicates hiring w.:tivittcs l(u tlw Wt•.o,t an•
the best in the p<iSl five yc:lrs and an incrca~c in nil
sector& of the employment 1mu"kcts \mvcycd. Tlw
wholesale/retail sectors show the greatest increase nf all
sectors, reporting the number of new hirings the bco,t in
eight years, while construction hiring intentions are at
the highest level in the past five years.

''The number expecting staff reductions i~ half oflast
year's level,'' he said. •'That combination is producing
one ofthc best f1rst·quartcremploymcnt outlooks we 'vc
seen among durable goods manufacturers, and employment prospects among non-durable gmllb manufactur·
crs arc almost :1s good."
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2 pieces of Golden Fried Chicken
Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Med. Beverage

$1.89

Reg. $2.49

with coupon • Good Any Time ·No Limit
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Use our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas NE
4700 Menaul NE
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FREE French Fries ol

with this coupon and the Purchase A. I
of a Hamburger ($1.30 or more)

81
() ~

Coupon expires 1-22·84

Frontier Restaurant
Why pay more for good food?

APPETITO'S
.69 Breakfast Has Returned
2 eggs, hash browns, toast & jelly
Good Til11a.m. Daily
No Coupon Necessary

2 Slices of

All Cheese Pizza

$1.00
Appetito's

Reg. $1.70

no coupon needed
good thru 1-20-84

$1.25
for a slice with one topping
and a small drink.
Eat in and carry out only.
offer expires t -20-84

2 for 1

z

2 for 1 on selected electric, steel and nylon strings, PLUS get an
additional $1.00 OFF with this coupon.

QUALITY
• Lessons
• Rentals

• Sales
• Repairs

Offer expires 1·31·84
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Chinese Com:ersation Class for Adults
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--Editorial--

M€ANWfJIL!i. ... fi)N~MfR6 WP.Y,
WFIY, WAY. Wf\Y. PCX<IN 50VTH
IN 1H6 All.ANTIC. ...

Spring is hero, another season, another semester, a new beginnmg. Students approach the new term armed with resolve to improve
on tho successes or erase the failures of tho previous chapter in our
acodemic histories. We map out new study strategies, buy schedule
planners, clovise a better note-taking systom and investigate prospective professors.
Faculty should likewise consider revamping or at least tuning up
thflir teachinn strategies. Besides possibly making lectures more
effective, now techniques could, more importantly, renew the
teocllor's enthusiasm for all-too-familiar material.
W. Phillip Saunders, a developer of a national teacher-training
program in economics and a professor of economics at Indiana Uni·
versity, gave tho following advice to teachers in The Chronicle of
fliahor education:
• Try to stimulnto studonts' curiosity.
• Rocognizo that students have preconceived ideas about the subject at hand.
• Don't overload a lecture; students usually recall about five main
points.
• Stress the visual, not the verbal.
Not all of tho above will appeal or be applicable to all professors,
but the point is to try something now, approach every semester with
some r1!JW spark, that your students may come away with something
rnorc than just forgettable facts and illegible notes.

--Letters-Abuse Concerns All
Editor:

1recently attended the 1983 OWl Conference here in Albuquerque.
At this conference, a proclamation was read by Mayor Kinney declar·
ing Dec. 11-17 as Drunk and Drugged Driver Awareness Week. This
{was) a concentrated effort to reduce drunk and drugged driving
accidents, especially during this week.
In November, a group of University of New Mexico students
gathered to discuss just what can be done to raise alcohol-abuse
awareness and motivate responsible alcohol use. It was decided at
this meeting to charter ae>Boost-Aicohol Consciousness Concerning'·
the Health of University Students (BACCHUS) organization here on
campus in promoting constructive resistance to a national crisis.
New Mexico ranks first in the United States in motor vehicle deaths,
with over 66 percent of the fatal accidents in New Mexico involving
alcohol, according to the New Mexico Safety Bureau. New Mexico
has a responsibility to seek out means in vanquishing these statistics.
The magnitude of alcohol abuse is difficult to comprehend when
numbers only address such a personal disease. But I have also seen
individual results at local athletics events. We probably all have. At
first, we may just laugh. After time, obnoxiousness usually takes
away the humor, and we try to ignore what is happening. Finally, we
might just walk away, a bit more disgusted. Avoidance rarely has
aided the 25,000 who die on the roads in the United States per year in
alcohol-related accidents.
.
UNM, like New Mexico, has a vital need to address misuse of
alcohol, whether it is new OWl penalties, knowing your own "limit" or
avoiding driving after drinking. I urge UNM students to attend BACCHUS meetings in the future, or call 277-3361 to find out more in
deciding just what UNM can do.
It might be a friend, a family member or an awareness of the facts
that represent so much personal struggle with alcohol. But I sincerely
hope, whatever it may be, it makes us all perceive the need to take
notice and take part.
Beth W. Baldizan
Assistant Dean of Students

Legislature '84

by Berke Breathed
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Faculty Need Spark
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Anaya's Educational Control Criticized
By Mark Duran

(Editor's Note: This is the second
in a series of featured columns
on the 1984 legislative session
by Mark Duran, former ASUNM
Lobby Committee chairman,}
When Gov. Toney Anaya
opens the 1984 legislative session tomorrow with his annual
State of the State Address his
major theme will undoubtedly
be another push for his education package.
The governor is taking his
show on the road, holding a
series of meetings throughout
the state to rally support for his
tax plan. Anaya knows that if he
can attract the type of crowds
that recently attended his meeting in Albuquerque he can use
the best lobbying technique
legislators understand; constituent support. The fact that all
112 legislative seats are up for
election in 1984 will make legislators keep a very close eye on
just what type of support the
governor has for his program.
The scope of the governor's
plan is really not in question, but
some of the focal points are.
New Mexico must attract and
adequately pay quality educa·
tiona I personnel if we are ever to
achieve excellence in our
schools. I think it is safe to say
that Anaya's pre-legislature
strategies have already guaranteed some type of increase for
teachers across the state.
But one of the major focal
points of Anaya's education plan
is really nota question of money.
The governor has continually
called for a reorganization of the
management and administration of New Mexico's school system. Presently, there is a lack of
cooperation, coordination and
control of our public school system. The State Department of
Education is under the Department of Finance and Administration, which in turn is part of the
executive branch of state government. Then, there are state
and local school boards, composed of elected officials. Finally,
Leonard Delayo, who is not exactly one of Governor Anaya's
biggest fans, is state superintendent of public schools, and has
opposed most of the governor's
education plan.

----Commentary·---Stir Over Diplomatic Tie with Vatican
Proves 'Old Attitudes Survive Origins'
Tile hum of controversy
aroused by the prospect of full
U.S. diplomatic ties with the Vati·
can is sedate by comparison with
the uproar it would have provoked in earlier years. But it
shows how old attitudes, like the
famous grin of the Cheshire cat,
survive their origins.
Thirty-odd years ago, it was
taken for granted that that
staunch Southern Baptist, Harry
S. Truman, would wish to place
an envoy at the Vatican only for
"political reasons." HST, who
did many good things, was never
credited with political disinterestedness.
It is not now clear, though protocol probably explains, why a
full-fledged ambassador would
be more useful than a "special
envoy," which the U.S. has had
periodically since FOR named
Myron Taylor to that post. But
the present incumbent thinks it
would be an advantage, and
without much fuss Congress re·
cently passed the Lugar amendment annulling the 1867 ban on a
U.S. ambassador to the Vatican.
Now we are told by various
foes of the move that the establishment of full diplomatic ties to
the papal state would be "a
dangerous precedent that intertwines American self-interest and
the higher priorities of the kingdom of God," in the sonorous
words of the Southern Baptist
Convention; or a violation of the
First Amendment; or, as the Rev.
Jerry Falwell says, "official rec·
ognition of what is for all practic·
al purposes a religious entity."
Whether you favor or oppose
the move, you might pause to
ask if the opposition isn't running more on fumes than fuel. In
Harry Truman's day, and more
so in the post-Civil War period
when Congress banned U.S. di-

plomatic relations with the Vati·
can, even well-informed American Protestants often regarded
the Vatican as an institution competing for the political loyalty of
Americans.
That this was a canard did not
weaken its grip. Paul Blanchard's
best-selling American Freedom
and Catholic Power spread the
impression that the pope was
plotting to diminish liberty of
conscience, here and elsewhere.
Moreover, the memories of AI
Smith and the 1928 presidential
election made it conventional
wisdom that a Catholic could
never be president. It was consi·
de red dangerous to incite lurking
anti-Catholic feeling.

Politics
in

Profile
By Edwin M. Yoder Jr.

All this wa.s before Pope John

XXIII and John F. Kennedy exploded the old superstitions.
And even so, the atmosphere of
the '40s and '50s was but the
feeblest shadow of the poisonous 1850s and 1860s, when the
United States was absorbing a
tide of Catholic immigration.
Secret nativist movements
sprang up, dominating local poli·
tics in states like Maryland and
Massachusetts, and playing an
important if hidden role in the
formation of what became the
Republican Party. lh 1867, Pope

Pius IX, the foe of liberal modern·
ism, was wrestling with Napoleon Ill and the Italian unifiers for
what remained of the papal
states, and made a good target
for Congress.
So, in short, the original ban
on U.S. diplomacy with the Vatican had everything to do with
know-nothing anti-Catholic
sentiment, and little or nothing
to do with the First Amendment.
In fact, no one objected to a
vague civic piety in public
places; it was "foreigners" and
their rites that aroused suspicion
and distaste.
There is no reason at all why
this primitive and discredited
past should now control what
the United States does about di·
plomatic representation at the
Vatican. It is a diplomatic issue,
having nothing at all to do with
"the kingdom of God" or the
papacy as a "religious entity."
Sen. Lugar's amendment
gives the president the discretion to name an ambassador to
the Vatican. It no more constitutes "official recognition" of the
Roman Church than a U.S.
ambassador to the Court of St.
James's constitutes "official rec·
ognition" of the Church of England, of which the queen is for·
mally head and defender.
The Vatican's diplomatic
standing derives from elements
ancient and modern. Before the
rise of nation-states, the papacy
was the greatest of European
landholders, thus the greatest of
secular powers in its own right.
lhe power is gone; the influ·
ence, or some of it, remains. And
that influence,. and the pope's
own access to valuable information, has been greatly enlarged
by John Paul II, probably the
most admired statesman on the
world scene today.
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If alignment of our education
policy makers does not take
place we will continue to see one
education reform after another
get lost in a bureaucratic mess.
This same public school man·
agement deficiency stagnates
reform at the higher education
level more than people think.
The University of New Mexico,
for instance, has been loudly
voicing the need for more strin·
gent admission requirements to
keep pace with the academic
progress of the major universi·
ties in the United States. UNM
has a policy of usually accepting
New Mexico high school graduates whether or not that student
has received the proper educa·
tional background in high
school. The solution is to up·
grade high school college-bound
requirements to a "level that is
acceptable to University offi·
cials. The mess starts here.
What scares me about the
reorganization plan is the phase
out of the checks and balances
process. We have already seen
the once independent boards
such as the Board of Educational
Finance become less indepen·
dent under Anaya. And there is
not much doubt that the Gov·

ernor's Commission on Higher
Education was a good public re·
lations effort on the part of the
governor to gain a wide range of
support for his educational reform plans.
I am not saying the recommendations that have come out
of these boards and commissions are bad, I just question the
auspices the recommendations
were made under. These are the
governor's boards and commis·

slons, and he can US" them the
way he sees fit.
The control should lie with
elected school officials. They
alone are elected solely with the
responsibility of running our
schools.
I'll end :his colurnn like I hope
to end all of them, with a call to
everyone out there to make a dif·
ference and contact your legisla·
tor. Don't complain if you didn't
try yourself to make a difference.
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We now have HAPPY HOUR!
4-7 pm
Pitcher of Coors • $2.50
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Home of the

Steal~. Hoagy

On Central ·Just West of Yale 242-7360
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MAJOR MARKDOWNS ON ALL MEMOREX PRODUCTS
RECORD BAR'S

....

MEMOREX

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
now through January 25

....

MEMOAEX
MRXI

HIGH BIAS II

T-120
PRO SERIES
Video cassette

reg. 12.99
on sale

S899

HI-BIAS II

II-BIAS II

on sale

on sale

MRXIC90
(3 pack)
reg. &99
on sale

=~rk• =~&i'ck)

Sfj99 S599

~

MEMOREX
dB

S699

SERIES

L-750

reg. 12.99
on sale

DB60C60
(2pack)
reg. 3.89
on sale

S899

$299

Video Cassette

RECORDS, TAPES &A TTLE BIT MORE.
.
CORONADO CENTER

We're stripping the store of winter clothes

Anaya Appoints UNM Grads, Faculty
To History-Making Judicial Positions
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TODAY!!!
Stop 1llaiting till tomorro1ll.

SALE 25-SOo/c) OFF

2312 Central SE
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La Buena Vida
As A
Navy Doctor
Would you like to have medical school paid for? The
Navy can help. We are looking for outstanding students
who plan to enter medical/osteopathic school in August
1984. Our scholarships provide for full tuition, books,
fees, equipment and more than $579.00 MONTHLY
stipend.

We only take the best. The time to apply is now. Find out
if you qualify. For details, contact: 766-3895.

Alexandria King

Jos~ph c_rawford helps sophomore Wendy Romero with a last minute course selection at the

reg1strat1on center.

Alexandria King

Justice Mary Walters takes her place as the first female member of the New Mexico Supreme
Court. Walters is a graduate of the UNM School of Law and a former faculty member.
By Steve Shoup
Graduates and faculty from the
University of New Mexico School
of Law have achieved several notable firsts in the hastory of the state's
judicial systct'n.
On Dec. 22, Gov. Toney Anaya
appointed the first woman to the
state Supreme Court, another
woman to the state Court of Appeals
and the first black judge in state history, all either graduates or faculty
of UNM 's law school.
Law school graduate and former
law Professor Mary Walters was
sworn in Friday as New Mexico's
first female Supreme Court justice.
Walters began at UNM in 1959
arter spending a year at the Univcrsi-

ty of Northern Michigan, After completing law school in 1962, Walters
was a private attorney until Gov.
King appointed her to a district court
position in 1971.
With her defeat in the 1972 election. Walters resumed private practice and taught advocacy and trial
practice as an adjunct teacher at the
School of Law.
Walters was again tapped for public service in 1979 when she was
appointed first female judge of the
Court of Appeals, a position she
held until her appointment to the
Supreme Court.
Although she expects to be active
with Supreme Court business, Walters" said she would like continue
doing some teaching.
"I'm hoping I can go back and
teach a class once in a while. !think
I'm a frustrated teacher," !>he said.
Walters hopes to hold on to her
position in the November election.
She is guardedly optimistic of regaining her position, saying, "An
incumbent has a l::etter chance."
When asked if she favored election of judges, she said. "There's no
good way to select a judge. There are
advantages and disadvantages to
election and appointment."
Walter's appointed successor on
the Court of Arpeuls is UNM law
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ALL YOU CAN EAT

~

PIZZA BUFFET
only $3.45
1 1:00- 2:00PM Monday-Friday
All natural ingredients - Wholewheat and regular crust.

FREE! LUNCH &.. DINNER DELIVERY
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WE CATER
Sports events
Parties
Fraternities/Sororities
Picnics
Anything

265~4777

free drinks for
UNM faculty and staff
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CONCEPTIONS
SOUTHWEST

Professor Pamela Minzncr.
A 1968 graduate of the Harvard
Law School. Minzner joined the
UNM law faculty in 1972. after
practicing law in Boston and Albuquerque.
Minzner said she will complete
several projects .at the Jaw school
this semester but will resign at the
end of this academic year to work
full-time in the court.
She said she believes the governor
appointed her because she has an
academic background and is relatively early in her career, "bringing new ideas and energy to the
job."

Tommy Jewell
Minzncr will be sworn in Jan. 27
at the law school. Her term runs until
the general election of 1986.
A former student of Minzncr's.
Tommy Jewell. was recently sworn
in as a Metropolitan Court judge.
becoming the first black in the
state's history to hold any judgeship.
Jewell earned a bachelor's degree
in political science from New Mexico State University in I 976 and a
law degree from UNM in 1979.
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• Air Hockey
• Ping Pong
• Mini-golf
• Video Games
• Bumper Pool
• Board Games
• Pool
Come on down and try us out!
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LAS TROJES, Honduras
(UPI) - American military personnel have made frequent helicopter
trips to the tense border village near
where a U.S. Army pilot was killed
in the downing of his helicopter, residents said Sunday.
The residents of Las Trojes said
Americans, some in military uniforms and others in civilian clothes,
arrived at least three times in December aboard helicopters delivering supplies to rebels fighting the
Nicaraguan government.
Faustino Culix, 70, caretaker of a
rebel supply center in the town, said
the Americans regularly began delivering U.S. supplies to the rebel·
controlled area about one year ago,
although the supply depot was not
set up until October,
"Sometimes they come dressed
in civilian clothes and sometimes
they arc in uniform," said Culix.
The Nicarguan Democratic Force
(FDN) rebels have reportedly received more than $25 million in
covert CIA aid over the past two
years.
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Americans Have Paid Frequent Visits
To Tense Village Site, Hondurans Say

.

Most of the residents interviewed
said the Americans arrived in Honduran military helicopters, but
Domingo Alvarenga, 38, said he
had also seen U.S. Army helicopters
carrying At'nericans accompanied
by Nicaraguan rebels and Honduran
military.
"The gringos sometimes land in
the plaza, but normally they land in
the football field'' or the local supply center airstrip, Alvarenga said.
Las Trojcs, three miles frot'n
where a U.S. Army helicopter was
shot down by Sandinista soldiers
Wednesday after it strayed over
Nicaraguan territory, is used by the
rebels to stage attacks inside Nicaragua.
Chief Warrant Officer Jeffery
Schwab was killed when his OH-58
light observation helicopter landed
200 yards inside the Honduran border lll11id ground fire from Sandinista soldiers in Nicaragua.
Last Friday, FDN leader Edgar
Chamorro said Schwab's helicopter

had flown over the area to inspect a
road under construction that leads to
Las Trojes through an area less
vulnerable to attack.
The only existing road to Las
Trojes runs from Cifuentes on a
course parallel to the border. At
some points the existing 7-mile road
is only a few hundred feet from
Nicaragua and has been the scene of
frequent Nicaraguan attacks.

Col. James Strachan, a spokesman for joint U.S. Honduran military maneuvers, Friday admitted
"certain activities" were carried out
by Americans taking part in the Big
Pine II maneuvers as close as two
miles to the Nicaraguan border.
But he refused to confirm a report
by Chamorro that the helicopter had
gone into the area to inspect a road
built with U.S. assistance.
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THEY'RE
FORGE1TING I
SOMEONE II

Right to Life of New Mexico,
2500 Louisiana NE
Suite 212, Albuquerque, N.M. 87110

(505) .aa1-4563

Professional calculators "frOiD
Texas Instruments.

BA-55 ..... Reg. $60.00

TI-66 • • . . . . Reg. $70.00

• Preptogrammed functions for complex business math formulas.
• Tilt-top styling makes the big LCD
display even easier to read.
• Constant Memory''feature allows
the calculator to retain stored data
even when the power is switched off.

• More than 170 built-in scientific,
engineering,. and statistical functions.
• Over 500 merged program steps.
• Up to 10 user flags are available, as
well as 6 levels of subroutines.
• Up to 9 Sllts of parel)theses allow up
to 8 pendmg operataons.
• Convenient horizontal design in·
eludes a large, easy-to-read, 10-digit
liquid crystal display.
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Quality
Licensed
Pre-school

:Price subject In chnnge without 110!1ce

for 3 and 4 year olds

Calico Butterfly
Pre-school
St. Paul
Lutheran Church

1100 Indian School Rd. NE
242·5942
Nancy Brown, Dlreelor

HOLMAN,S~
401·WYOMING NE · 285·7991
Qoallty Products for the World ol Science, Englnfierlng & Business.

VISA
MAStER CHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS
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Strike-Related Violence Halts

For A
Voyage
learn FRENCH
fast and well
in the 15 hour
FLASH FRENCH course
this spring.
For further information
coli T. Book 277 -~708

CLIFTON, Ariz.. (UP!)- A
new eruption of strike-related violence in Clifton was quelled after the
state Department of Public Safety
sent rcinforaements to the community to maintain peace,
''Quiet,'' is how DPS spokesman
Sgt. Allan Schmidt described Clifton Sunday. "Last night at 3 p.m.
and 11 p.m. (shift changes at the
Phelps Dodge mine) we had crowds
of 75-80 people, but nothing in the
way of serious incidents," he said.
"There were no arrests."
Schmidt said the DPS has no
plans of withdrawing any of the 50

Smorgasboard
Of Dance Info
To Be Offered

Attention
UNM Faculty 6 Staff
Earn while you learn!
Moonlight in the rapidly expanding solar home hearIng industry with New Mexico's :ff:1 Solar Company.
Generous commission structure, flexible hours, full trainIng & fringe benefits. Opportunities for full-time worl~.
Pur your communication sl~ills to worl~ for you. For more
Information or on interview call Downtown Solar Age at

242-2867.

!his traffic officer shows he doesn't horse around with parking violators by ticketing an
Illegally parked car.

Pratt Starts Senate Campaign
By <;eorge E. (;orospe
Saying that U.S. involvement in
El Salvador may well lead to another
Vietnam, Judith Pratt kicked t>fl' her
campaign for the Democratic
nomination for the U.S. Scn<ttc with
a rally Sunday nt her campaign headquarter~.

The 42-year-old, three-time state
representative fwm Albuquerque's
Southeast Heights also attended the
Martin Luther King Birthday
celebration at the Civic Auditorium
:md a fund-raising event for presidential candidate Jesse Jackson the
same day.
"The Reagan administration's
policies throughout the past year
have been 1m>ving us closer to war."
Pratt said. "The administration is on
the verge of repeating. in Central

BUI'I'.ILO
TB.IDBBS
GRAND OPENING JANUARY 21st

America the very same errors that
led us into the tragic morn>s of
Vietnam."
Refcrri ng to the recently published Kissinger Commission on
Central America report that recommends additional financial support
for El Salvador Pratt said, "We
attempted to impose a military solution in Vietnam where problems
were economic and political in nature. Kissinger would have us repeat
these same mistakes in El Salvador.
"Kissinger's proposals arc a
waste of money that is needed for
programs in the United States." she
said. "Governor Anaya is being.
forced to rais•: taxes here in New
Mexico to fund our basic needs for
education. while Rcacan and Kissinger want to spend ~billions on a

flawed program in Central
America."
In a direct attack on her possible
opponent for the Senate scat. incumbent Pete Domcnici, Pratt called for
him to "explain" his memberships
on the Council on lnterAmcrican
Security and the Committee of Santa
Fe. According to Pratt, both these
groups have been connected to the
extreme right ARENA Party in El
Salvador and the death squads.
Pratt, who says her campaign is
grass roots based. has received some
200 small contributions of $75 to
$1 00 since declaring her candidacy
in November.
The Democratic hopeful is scheduled to speak on the University of
New Mexico campus at 7 p.m. Friday in the New Mexico Union.

GSA Fills Resigned President's Office
By Steve Shoup
Marie Mound was elected president of the University of New Mexico Graduate Student Association in
a special council vote Dec. 16.
Mound will fill out the term of office
vacated by Jeffery Evans, who resigned to take a position in Washington state.
The GSA constitution docs not
have a mechanism lor mid-tcnn sue-

cession. Mound said, so the election
of a new president was put before the
GSA Council.
Mound. who is studying for master's degrees in both philosophy and
public administration. became involved with GSA when she was the
representative from the philosophy
department three years ago. Since
then. she has held positions on the
GSA finance, public affairs and
faculty-library committees. She was

also GSA representatiVe to a University ad ho.c committee on
teaching. and graduate assistants.
"I'm very familiar with the problems of graduate students and with
all of the organizations of GSA."
Mound said.
A native of Farmington. Mound
came to UNM on an athletic scholar!.hip in swimming and earned a
bachelor's degree in philosophy.
Mound said one of the goals she
has for her term in office, which
~xpires June I. is to develop a salary
rncrcase procedure for T As and
GAs.
"The guidelines put out by the
provost arc always ignored." she
said. The average salaries of graduate workers arc often not commensurate with their training, she
added.
~
The creation of a task force on the
abuses and sexual harrassmcnt of
graduate students is another of her
goals.
"We're not aggressive or offensively hostile," Mound said. "But
these arc national problems and not
just at UNM."

Pueblo Etiquette

FARES
Adult·. Fare ..••...•....... .- . • .. . . • . . . • . . . 50
Commuter Pass ..•..•....••.•... $16.00
one calendar month

Punch Pass· • • . • . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . . • • $8.00
twenty rides
!'or New Bus Schedules, Effective January 30, 1984. Check the Journal
or Tribune January 21·22-23.

For more information call: 766-7830
City of Albuquerque

If you've ever felt out of place
while visiting a pueblo feast day
dance, some help is offered by two
.employees of the Maxwell Museum
of the University of New Mexico.
From 6 to 9 p.m. Wednesday at
the museum's East Gallery. Janet
f'ragua-Hevey from Jemez Pueblo
and Bernadette Cotten from Isleta
Pueblo will offer a complete pueblo
feast with instruction and practice in
appropriate courtesies.
The event costs $1 0 for the general public and $9 for Maxwell
Museum Association members.
Registration is limited.

A veritable smorgasboard of
dance will be offered Saturday in
Carlisle Gym, with emphasis placed
on giving specific information on
various aspects of dance.
The dance workshop, Movement
Awareness for Growth, Independ·
ence and Creativity (MAGIC), will
be lecture-participation oriented.
The workshop is intended to
promote dance in New Mexico
schools.
The workshop is co-sponsored by
the Health, Physical Education, Recreation Department at the University of New Mexico and the New Mexico Association for Health, Physical
Education, Recreation and Dance.
Registration begins at 9:30 a.m.
The workshop fee is $8 for adults
and $4 for students or members of
the NMAHPERD.
The program for the workshop is
as follows:
a 10:00-10:50 Yoga for Dance
Preparation and Cool-down by Dr.
Susan Becker.
a II :00-11:50 Recreational
Folk Dance by Rudi Ulibarri.
a 12:00-12:50 Modern/Jazz
Dance Techniques applied by Jettye
Sparlin.
rr; 1:00-1:50 Lunch break and a
dance presentation by the High Desert Dancers, a Southwestern dance
group.
rrr 2:00-2:50 Basics in Square
Dance Calling by Dr. Bill Litchman.
a 3:00-3:50 Choreographing
Aerobic Dance by Marjory Marsh.
For more information contact Dr.
Nancy Carleton, Workshop coordinator, at 277-4745 or 277-2703.

officers sent to the mining community Saturday, adding that the potential for violence "is still there for
some reason. But, what they'H do is
anyone's guess."
Eleven people were arrested fol·
lowing rock-throwing melees during
shift changes at the Phelps Dodge
Corp. mine and smelter on Friday.
Copper workers, who went on
strike July I, gathered along U.S.
666 and threw rocks and bottles at
cars carrying their replacements to
the mine.
"Eight to 15 people going up
against 100 to 200 rock-throwing
people is not good odds," Schmidt
said Saturday. ''We're trying to stop
the problem, improve our ability to
respond and keep the rock-throwing
down.
''We have to have the ability to
stop the worst scenario we can imagine, which would be a street riot
between workers and strikers."
Lt. Robert Aguilar, a DPS officer
in charge of a I O-man staff in
Morenci and Clifton Friday, said he
believed the violence was sparked
by the news media's presence.
Aguilar said a crew from CBS's
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Big Dipper

Kookie Korner

DOUBLE SCOOP

LARGE COOKIE

.25

f

a '•'·'• •
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.1 0

11 :00 om - 5:00 pm

8:30 am - 5=00 pm

Valid Jan. 16-20, 1984

Valid Jan. 16·20, 1984

Food Bazaar

Sanduary Group will hold- a cloSed AA meeting for
atcobotic:s only ilt 8 p.m. Mondays- at,the Newman
Center. More information isavailableat247-1094.

FREE!

247-1094.

U· .

MONDAY-FRIDAY 6:30AM-8PM SATURDAY 8AM-2PM

ASA Gallery i$ accepting submissions Cor • UNM
undergraduate show open 10 all students. Deadline
rot entries has been thansed to Jan. 20 and Show is
postponed until Jan. 23. More information is
available at '1.77·2667..

SIII<IUIIJ' Gro•p will hold • clor.ed AA ntetting Cor
alcobolics only at noon Tues.day!l and Thursdays at
the Newman Center. More tnrormation is available at

area earlier in the week and he
thought the violent outbursts might
have been staged for the news crew.
"l don't know that for sure,"
Aguilar said.
CBS officials in New York said a
crew from Los Angeles was sent to
Clifton and Morenci Friday.
The DPS sent 425 officers last
August to Clifton when Phelps
Dodge reopened the mine after a
two-week shutdown with workers
hired to replace strikers.
Friday's outburst followed an
afternoon union meeting when 200
strikers gathered ncl!r the People's
Clinic in Clifton and began throwing
rocks.
Later, about 100 people gathered
along the highway on the northern
edge of Morenci and the crowd was
dispersed after officers set off a
smoke bomb.
Negotiations between Phelps
Dodge and 13 striking unions broke
off in November after months of
meetings produced only token
agreements. No new talks have been
scheduled.

NEW MEXICO UNION FOOD SERVICES

Today's Events

Tuesday's Events

60 Minutes program had been in the
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Sandia
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~ Mountain Outfitters
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LARGE COFFEE

DON'T
FORGET
OUR
5¢ COFFEE
OR FREE
with any purchase
Before 8:00 am
& After 4:00 pm

..--~~-Casa Del Sol
BOWL OF POSOLE
WITH TORTILLA

.49

With Any Purchase
9:30 om • 4:00 pm

9:00 om - 2:00 pm

Valid Jan, 16-20, 1984

Valid Jan. 16-20, 1984

TIO VIVO

-----------.. .---r--------------------,-.-.-------------------·--..
DELl

6:30 cu11 • 1 :30 pm

10:30 am • 1.:30 pm

Donut

Spaghetti with Meat
Sauce, Vegetable &
Hard Roll

.1 5

$1.49
COUPON

COUPON
Valid Jan. 16-20, 1984

OMELETTE SHOP
6:30 am • 1:30 pm

Special
Breakfast

.49

COUPON

16

Valid Jan. -20, 1984 _. _ _. _ _J.... _._ ..... ___ ....... __________ J. ________ ...,Valid
1984
..,.. ____________
___ Jan.
_,_.16·20,
__________
_

Coupons valid January 16-20, 1984. For UNM Students, Faculty & Stoff (one coupon per customer).
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More than 650 high school
students from around the
state attended a theater festival at Popejoy last week.
Among the workshops
offered in live theater was
the "Blood and Guts"
makeup class (above}. Instructor Jenny Gutierrez
starts turning volunteer Dennis Alonzo into one of the
walking dead (right). Gutierrez uses liquid latex to build
up an ugly, deformed lip on
Alonzo {left). The finished
project caught lots of stares.
Photos by Alexandria King.
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staff and students to submit commentaries on
issues affecting the University community for a
biweekly editorial column. Submissions
should be typed double-spaced, a maximum
length of 750 words and addressed to the Editor,
New Mexico Daily Lobo, Marron Hall Room 136,
UNM, 87131.
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"The theater arts deparllllmt trie.r to bala11Ce the
seas01r's content, wlrether it be a comedy or seriolls peiforntaltCe/ its prod11cti01t styles, wltelher
lltey sho11ld be stillflle or elaborate,- 011d the casti11g of eac/1 play, focllsiJtg on plays that stttdmts
can be collifortab(y cast 1i1. "
major productions is $2 at the Fine

.\'
Epoke Tourist Sl~i
Nortur Boot
Rofetella Binding
Epoke Fiberglass Pole
Base Prep & Mount

and 9lso offering the department a
chance to look at some possibilities
for future productions. Passport to
Youth and Heave/!, Hell or Somewhere in Between, Karkosh pointed
out, were among the series readings
last semester.
The number of readings has dou-

Arts box office. Plays begin at 8
p.m.
Also included on this semester's
theater arts department agenda is the
new play-reading series. The series,
Karkosh explained, involves a
minimal/no production presentation
of a new, original play written by

SPECIAL

continued on page 12

UNM BOOKSTORE is glad to see you back! Please ask us for
late-listed courses, text location, anything we can help you with.

BOOK RETURNS: just about everybody drops a class, changes
schedules, etc.

PLEASE READ OUR RETURNS POLICY!
1. You MUST have your sales receipt!
2. Last day to return spring texts is Feb. 11
3. Books must be in original condition as purchased.
4. You must have your I.D.

OUR REGULAR HOURS:
M, T, Th, F 8AM·SPM
Wednesdays 8AM-6PM
Sat. 9AM-1PM

SPECIAL REGISTRATION HOURS a;e
Monday, Jan 16 from SAM to 7PM
Tuesday, Jan 17 from 8AM to_ 7PM
Wednesday, Jan 18 from BAM to 6PM

VISIT OUR COMPUTER DEPT.!
Microcomputers, software, computer books & games • located in the
supply area.

WE WILL BUY YOUR USED TEXTS FOR CASI=U

Foa- more information
conlat;;t
Siacy Ga-een
al 277·5656.

~
~

'

someone on .campus. The plays arc
perfomtcd in the' 'X" by actors who
carry scripts.
Following each presentation, the
actors, director and playwright discuss the play over coffee, giving the
writer a chance to improve the script

The New Mexico Daily Lobo invites faculty,

MCAT classes
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After a successful fall season, the
University of New Mexico theater
arts department plans to expand and
improve even more this semester,
offering a full gamut of plays,
dances and various types of performances, said Clayton Karkosh,
professor in the department
Student productions in Rodey and
the "X" (Experimental) theaters
last semester, including the dramatic
The Legend of Billy the Kid, the
thought-provoking Getting Out and
the amusing You Can't Take It with
You, were performed to full houses
and received raving reviews from
critics throughout the city.
This semester, Karkosh explained, the department plans to get
the same positive reaction as it produces a variety of plays.
The spring semester's season
kicks off Feb. IS with Joseph B.
Zavadil's Heaven, Hell or SonrewlzerelnBetween being presented in
the: 'X." Karkosh said the play is
the department's first all-student
produced presentation. A c()medy,
Zavadil's play thematically deals
with the possibility of a nuclear
bomb going off in New Mexico. The
settings include heaven and a cabin
refuge in the Jemez mountains. Auditions for the production are being
held this week, Karkosh added.
The traditional performance of
Springtimespace will be presented
by the UNM dance division March
1-3 in Rodey Theater. The annual
concert of dance pieces choreographed by UNM faculty and
peformed by students will, this year,
include an original selection combining dance amd neon light. The
lighting for the selection will be
done by John Malolcpsy, who recently received a research grant for
his work with neon sculpture and
light.
Admission to Springrimespace,
which begins at 8 p.m., is $3. Tick·
cts arc available at the Fine Arts box
office.
an Jordon's Passport to Youth,
the semester's second all-student
production, will be presented in the
"X" March 21-25.
Wiley and the Hairy Man is a production for children directed by
UNM's Susan Pearson-Davis. The
play, written by Pearson-Davis' colleague and friend Susan Zeder, will
be presented March 30, 31 and April
1, 6, 7 and 8 in Rodey.
A special addition to the chi!·
dren 's production, Karkosh said,
will involve signers intergrated into
the cast. "Some of our productions
have been signed before," he said.
"But this time the signing will be
involved directly in the presentation.''
Graduate student Nancy Gage is
the creator of the "X'"s April pro·
duction, Change of Life.
Concluding the theaters' season
will be the presentation of William
Shakespeare's The Tempest. Kar-

kosh explained that although it is not
traditional, the department docs try
to integrate classical productions
into its seasons. There will be a
signed presentation of The Tempest,
he snid,
Admission to Rodey and "X"

Mcxtl'O Daily l.oho. Junuary 16, 1'IH4

Discover

UNM Theater Arts Department Offers
Variety of Productions This Semester
By Johanna King
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theater arts department will take a
different, more personal approach to
film cri!iGism, said Ira Jaffe, an
associate professor in the departmcnt.
"The course will try to get at,
produce, a more personal rather than
mechanical sort of attitude toward
film," Jaffe said of Film 428, also
listed as Art History 428, which
meets every Tuesday and Thursday
from II a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
Although the course had been
offered once before during the summer session, Jaffe explained that it
did not possess quite the personal

continued from page 11

City·witle Delivery

bled from last semester's four. They
include: The Gospel According to
Thomas by Thomas Phillips on Jan.
22, a play to be presented by the
Vortex Theater later this year; Feast
of the Humers by Jeanne Chastain
on Jan. 29; The City at Night by Jon
Tuttle, a play being considered for
future production by the depart·
mcnt, on Feb . .5: !ron 8111terjlies by
playwright-in-residence Wolf Mankowit?, on Feb. 19: a new script by
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Chamber Singers

I

Nondays and Wednesdays

pm • 5:00 pm
~ (243·001, undergraduate)

:<Ill 3:00

:.

6·117, fine Arts Center ~
(560·002, graduate) ~

~ • A highly sdC(t pcrfonnlng (:tJ.SCntblc or apprd.tdnut.lely l8 slngc.T!'i. Spcclallt.c'i In the study, ;.t
;.II ptciJafi\Uan and pcrf'onua_ntc o( lllcralurt: ruuth::ularty !!IU1tcd to tile 5ntilt1Cr en5t!Ulblc. "The ~
~ ensemble wlll. nntnng other e\·cnts.. perform lh.: Bath, MAGNIMCAT with the Ordtc!dra or ~
~ s.1nta rc t.hirlng the scttlcstcr. Audillon' ar~ Kquhci.J for tntmbt.rshlp.
~

I

I

Concert Chorale

~

Tuesdays and Thursdays
~
~ 3:00 pm • 5:00 pm
B-117, fine Arts Center :.
~ (244-001, undergraduate)
(560·002, graduate} ~
~ • A ~clc:<t cnstri1bte or not ntorc than 56 .!llngtrs sptchtlb:tng In the shady~ preparation and Jll!.~
~ performance nf the grul Clioral lltcralurc rur lhc miXCd·'f01c.c e.nsemb1c. SC\o-rrod pctfonn•

~ an«> arc Khcdutcd ca<h scmotor. AUditions au required ror mcmbc,.hlp.

I~

'

~

~ • A larger ora.lorto choms 'open to Unh·tnlty sUJdc:nts And persons oots1dc the Unh:c~ny

on.

~

~ 011 Tuesday, Janu•ry 17.

attend

271 5656

rach

~

partldpant at arty gi\"Crt Unu~. The UNM thoral program has: attempted to develop orrerlng!i ~
lhtU n1cct lhe needs 1Utd challenges· o( a large oo~s·~cdton or pcBOns wishing to sing in a ~

..-

dtora_l ensemble •. The purpose. thcr.dote, o.rg.cnc:tal t.hontl auditions b

~
~

II'!~

~~

to help the. pa.rtlc1p_a.nt ~~

nndthe ~:nscmblt:tx!stsullcd. to hlmorhcrallheUmcOf.(heaudtUon,.A50rtC'skllowtedge and
t.ltPCtltttc:c btOadetHI1 1ndtvlduals ntaV progress to other cn!lemblc~ ln the t:horaf pr6gram. ~
mtRr ts A cttoML tNstMtllt AT ck11 ro11 ALL tNTtRtsno rtttsoN5t
~

.
Audition Times:
Monday through Thursday
J:mmu.-y 16·19; 1:00PM • 5:00PM
Room 1116. fine Arts Center

~

• No advanctd preparation Is 11etcssary to audition.
• No special PPPtlhHmcnt Is ntcded to audition.
·
...... nuotis are on a nr~l·tOitte Orsl•scrVcd basi')

~
~

:<ill~
~

,........
....,hh'~s arc open to ALL UNM. studcrtts.
• ALL UNM choral en~.........
·
·""H~hlc.
•ttudctgtad-uate arid Gradoafc crcdU IS 1tv 1.. ,_.,.
• AudiUOtt rcsuus will be t)o!Jted no later thart 9AM on

.,
~

t ·~ht11;1t majots nte NOT granted prctercntlal plilcemcnt
and tncmbcrshlp ln UNM choral cnscmb1Cs.

~

o C.llthc UN'1 thor•l offitc 1277·4201 or1.17·43011 for
rurtt1cr lnfonnatton.

~:<iJI

Jaffe also noted that there will be
no additional fee to students taking
the course.

man Polanski's Repulsion (1965) on
March 4; Brian De Palma's Carrie
(1976) on April 8; and Stanley Kubrick's The Shining (1981) on April
29.
The films are presented at 7:30
p.m. in Rodey Theater. Admission
is $2.
Aside from the additional play
readings and more involvement with
students, Karkosh said the departmcnt won't sec too many changes
this semester. Their goal. as usual.
is to offer a well balanced progrllm,
he explained. "The department tries
to balance the season's content,
whether it be a comedy or serious
performance; its production styles,
whether they should be simple or
elaborate; and the casting of each
play, focusing on plays that students

GO ·~-!l~E_E_!(!~.s~~!!(_)~~-~SJ:!~P- ·- GO GREEK!

"Liberace, of course, is noted lor introducing show-stoppers
during his long career in Las Vegas, including an obscure
chirp named Barbra Streisand. He has brought in troupes
before, from folk to classical, foreign and domestic, but the
several acts of the Chinese Acrobats of Taiwan extend the
limits into extraordinary gymnastic feats."
-VARIETY, New York

Tickets at all Giant Ticket Outlets

Discounts and Block Seating Available!/!

8 p.m. January 30, 1984
in the UNM Arena
$5.50 for children 12 and under
$6.50 UNM, TV-I, U of A and
High School Students (with i.d.)
$7 .SO General Public

INTERFRATERNITY

COUNCIL
RUSH!

Doors open at 7:30p.m.
• a Don Hughes Production •

filit>I\Y, JANl!AIIY 20.
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WE Sl1'4CERELY
WILL JOIN
IN
THE I'URTHER AD\'ANCEI\IENT 01' THE CHORAL AR'f
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superlatives becomes exhausted alter see1ng this show tt IS an evening

and sheer magtc. "-Observer. Btrmmgham, England

"Ta1wan C1rcus Revue a real thriller! For las Vegans who think they've seen 11 all. where
show busmess 1s concerned, you atn'l seen nothtng YET•"-Las Vegas Review Journal
"Chmese Masters-one of those rare compames so perlect1r'1the underslandmg of what
they 11re domg that they, themselves. deline the nature of the art they pract1ce."-Th~> Reader,
SanD1ego
"Exqu1s1te and magical .. Every acta little gemtt cannot pratse tt enough, and 1urge everyone. whether they like or dislike a 'CIRCUS; to go and see 11 "-Rand Datfy Mati,Johannesberg
"Even If you have to mortgage next month's budget. I would suggest that you not miss thts
splendid showu r" -Cape Ttmes

Open Houses

with

Tuesday, Wednesday,
& Thursday evenings
6:30-9:00pm

PETRA
•
1n

*************************
ASUNM-PEC
presents

Rush Table in the SUB
Monday-Friday 9:00am-4:00pm

George Winston

**************************

TICKETS
resetved seats

Academics • Sports • Social Life
• Community Service

$9.50

4lf
~

"A cnttc's book
c.I spectacle. colour

CHRISTIAN ROCK

~

~
~

Don't ltD§§ THE CHINESE ltiA.GJ(; CDC.CIJS t

ASUNM-PEC and Petrafied Productions
are proud to present

~

~
~:.

The West has, for centunes, been fascinated by the Orient-·and the CHINESE
MAGIC CIRCUS offers more than a glimpse into this exotic culture.
This spectacular production features some of the most stunmng acrobats ever
seen, seemingly impossible feats ol danng and balance, Kung Fu and brilliantly
costumed traditional dancing.
The precis1on and grace of the troupe suggest years of trainino and discipline,
but their art was formed by centuries of tradition. Chinese magic and acrobatics
are more than a series of stunts. Most of the acts in this show were created
and performed by the Chinese more than 2,000 years ago, and have always been
an integral part of Chinese culture,
The CHINESE MAGIC CIRCUS has been enthralling audiences worldwide for
the past six years. going as far afield as Southeast Asia, Central and South
"America, England, Israel, South Africa and Rhodesia - as well as Canada and
the United States of America.
In addition to appearing with Liberace for three years in Las Vegas, Reno
and Lake Tahoe, the CHlNESE MAGIC CIRCUS also presented its own production at Madison Square Gardens in New York.

Monday, January 16 - Saturday, January 21st

. •
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"The course promises to be new
and exciting," Jaffe enthusiasticaly
added, and he encouraged all students with some kind of writing
background to take the class.

-·

~

~

•

131 Merron Hell

:.1111

~ lndlvldu~.!~~.~•~!~~t!t!~n~!!!,~~~.•:·.;h.:ral.enseltlhlc ~
~

Jim Linnell, creator of Death' sCan·
tina and Death's Nose, to conclude
the trilogy on March 4; Witchboy, a
musical ad:tpatation of Dark of tire
Moon by James Gallaway and
Robert Hartung, also under consid·
eration for future production by the
department.
Admission to the new play readings, which begin at 6 p.m., is $1 at
tl1e door.
The Rodcy Film Festival undertook the theme The Horror Film this
semester. It will present a large array
of classic thrillers beginning Jan. 29
with Tad Browning's 1931 classic,
Other films presented as part of
this semester's film festival include:
Carl Thcodor Dreyer's Vampyr on
Feb. 12; James Whale's Bride of

community. Wt~klyrch~rti.'ll!i.ttdn11nate .rn pcrronuanc:c!l
•r.gerthoraJ -v..·ork~w1th~.rthes~ ~
hl each semester. One wotk sc.hcdulcd (ot this spring Is the 5tra~tMky. 5\11Plt0'1'/ or IIJII!
P511LM5. fonrralaudlllon> NOT 1\EQLIIRED lor lncnlbcr5hlp. Please
the Or5t rehearsal :.

~

Students taking this course will be
expected to keep a diary on reactions
of the films they see as well as write
short criticisms about them. This,
Jaffe added, will lead to a longer,
more detailed study of a film, or
series of films, later on in the
semester.

I

University C"oms

Tuesday evemngs
~
:<Ill 7:30pm· 9:30pm
B-117. fine Arts Center ~
~ (143-001, undergraduate)
. (560·002, graduate) ~

:.

•

Dracula.
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~

~

•

"one time thing."
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Choral Offerings

I

an e&eape. to an extent. But this
course will help the student ask a
h
d
more senous question: ow oes
film retum us to ourselves rather
than act as an escape for ourselves?
"The students will not only look
at what the relevance of the film is,
but also at how it's important to us."
Film428 is a seminar-size course
taught by Gus Blaisdell, a widely
published essayist, poet, photo·
graphcr, philosopher and lecturer.
Blaisdell .• who is- according to
Jaffe - best known for his still
photography, has spenttime recently on the lecture circuit.
The film criticism course was
selected as this semester's offering
under the Topics in Film History

UNM T h e a t e r - - - - - - - - -

Owoder Early lor Valentine's Day

~

THE ASUNM POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT COMMITIEE IS
PROUD TO PRESENT THESE EVENTS FOR YOUR PLEASURE

(~~'!!..se A~~~~.~~~~~?~!,cy~.~!!.~~~·
**** tcrAbynew
course offered this scmesthe University of New Mexico
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available at all Giant Ticket Outlets,
Popejoy Hall and the SUB.
For Information call 271-6502

Popejoy Hall
Thursday, Feb. 2,

8 p.m.
PEC regrets to announce the cancellation of the Planets show
scheduled for Jan. 22

Welcome Back!
For more Information on any of
these shows call PEC at 277·5602

Pa~e
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~UTii"\:=,99¢
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TestamentPowerful, Emotional Film;
Sensitive Story Among Season's Best
Uy

NEW MEXICO UNION
''A PROVOCATIVE THRILLER...
A substantial and entertaining
film~' -L.A. Times
Starring JUDY DAVIS

from 'MY BRILLIANT CAREER' and
Directed by PHILLIP NOYCE
of 'NEWSFRONT'

DOH JIIJA..MCHCJ"&

2108 CENTRAL S.E. /247-4414

Crai~ Chri~sin~er

Testament. Directed by Lynne
Littman. Screenplay by John
Young. Now showing at the Lobo.
With an electric pop from the tclevi~ion set a; the power goes off during an cmilrgcncy broadcast and the
ncurly blinding whitcout from a nuclear bhtst hundred~ of miles away.
Te.\ltliiU'/11 begin-. its powerful and
emotional ;tudy of people attempting to survive in u hopeless situation.
The film is not an cxcrcisc in gory
~p~dul ill'fct:t,. ''' was ABC-TV's
Tire lJav A!it•r. The audience is not
shown tmy blnst cffects or victims.
or ttn)' war-tom lanusciipCs as the
cimJCra moves through the sn•all
community of Hamelin. Calif. The.
phot<Jgr:Jphy j,. rcstraine~ most of
the time. maktng the f1lm more
touching and thought provoking.
It begins simply enough as we nrc
introduced to a family with internal
tensionh that ~ccms to be on the
verge of a breakup.
William Devane is fine in his per·
formancc as the macho head of tbe
Wetherly family. There is always a
very slight edge of nastiness under
his exterior.
In contrast is Jane Alexander as
the usually passive though sometimes aggressive mother, Carol. She
chooses the middle of the night to

Return of the Silver Screen!·
MUSIC TELEVISION

M-F 10-4 In the Subway Station
NEW MEXICO UNION

DOMINO'S PIZZA
DELIVERS™ FREE.
Albuquerque

299-Bm
8920 Central S.E.

262-1662

292·7715
12000 Candelaria N.E.
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11 em ·1 am Sun.-Thurs.
1f am· 2 am Fri. &Sat.

(Not open for lunch)
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Rock 8r Roll

Jan. 16-21, 1984

3920 Central S.E.
(UNM)
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turn on the light and begin a debate.
and she deliberately pours a bowl of
dry cereal over her husband when he
describes her directing of the school
pf>ty as "un act of suicide ...

I$""Tm.oyi6l

lJfJl_RevlewJ
The three children all react dif~
fercntly to the stress. The youngest,
Scottie (beautifully portrayed by 6year-old Lukas Haas). just puts his
hands over bis cars or fills his life
with noise from the television, a
stereo and a tape recorder at the same
time. He also creates a fantasy world
of his own, playing with toys he can
command.
Brad (Ross Harris), almost I3.
attempts to match his father's athletic skill to get in on Dad's good side
but feels like a failure when he cannot. The oldest child, Mary Liz
(RoxanaZal), buries hcrsclfin piano
lessons and practice.
When the bomb falls, things don't
get better. Dad was apparently in
San Francisco when it got nuked and
people arc slowly dying of radiation
sickness in Hamelin.
Some of the community pulls
together under the Catholic Church
and the remains of the police force,
but others leave for northern Canada
and other wilderness areas in hopes
of finding a new life in survival

---------~
~1984 Domino's Pizza:,

Inc.

Motion Picture Academy's voting
membership of leading film industry
professionals. The winners will be
flown to Los Angeles for the June 10
Students Film Awards ceremonies at
the Academy's Beverly Hills headquarters.

Classes Offered
Parents can now register their
children for the University of New
Mexico Saturday Drama Classes for
children in grades four through
eight.
UNM theater arts faculty member
Susan Pearson-Davis, coordinator
of the classes, says she will concentrate on stimulating creativity and
imagination.
Two sessions of eight classes will
be held on Saturday mornings from
Feb. 4 through March 24. Students
in grades four and five will meet
from 9:30 to 10:30 a.m. for a fee of
$30. Students in sixth through
eighth grades will meet from 9::30 to
II a.m. for a charge of $35. Both
sessions will take place in the Fine
Arts Center.
The registration deadline is Feb.
I. To register your child, call the
UNM theater arts department at 2774332.

Closest Bicycle shop to campus

Get $1.50 off any
16" pizza or 75¢ off
any 12" pizza.

I
I
Limited Delivery Am.
I
Good at listed locations only.
One coup<>n per pjzza.
I
Coupon also goOd for carry out.
I
I
I
I
Narne
I
Address
16367/DBQ-002 I

Testament is a wrenching film
that deserves acclaim and the public's notice. It may well be one of the
best films of the 1983-84 season.

Film Contest Announced
The Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences and the Academy
Foundation recently announced the
I lth Annual Student Film Awards
competition.
The Student Film Awards was
established by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences and
the Academy Foundation to recognize and encourage outstanding
achievement in film production by
college and university students.
Students from North Carolina,
South Carolina, Tennessee, Arkansas, Georgia, Alabama, Florida,
Mississippi, Louisiana, Oklahoma,
Texas, Colorado, New Mexico,
Utah and Arizona are eligible to enter the regional competition and
compete for cash grants and trophies
for outstanding achievement in four
categories:
animation,
documentary, dramatic and experimental.
To be eligible, films must have
been completed after April!, 1983,
in a student-teacher relationship
within the curriculum of an accredited school. For more details, contact Mr. Virgil Grillo, Film Studies
Department, University of Colorado, Hunter 102, Boc 316, Boulder.
Colo. 80309, 303492-1531.
After the regional selections arc
made, semi-finalists will compete
against films chosen in six other regions. They will be judged by the
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Museums Often Entertaining

Specials Nightly
Monday SO¢ Draft 9-l
Tuesday $1 Well and Drcdt
Wednesday Ladies' Night 10-12
Thursday Free Beer and Taco Night 10-12

camps.
There is a long, panicky line at the
gas station where Mike (Mako) decides to giveaway his remaining gas
to his regular customers. There are
ration lines under police protection
at the supermarket. There arc bonfires for the dead when the
graveyard is full. And there still is a
school play.
It is during this activity that director Lynne Littman first succeeds in
breuking through the audience's resolve. The images arc straightforward but disturbing and haunting as
the camera studies the faces of the
children and their parents.
The dramatic simplicity of John
Young's screenplay, based on a
short story by Carol Amen, also
adds to the power of film.
Brad is forced to grow up and
become a responsible man before his
time, while Scottie draws more and
more into himself.
An especially moving moment
occurs when Mary Liz asks her
mother about making love. The
answer is beautiful and sincere, but
Mary Liz has resigned herself to the
fact that she w.ill never experience it.
Alexander gives an excellent performance as Carol, one that deserves
an Oscar nomination.

~'\)'\s~~~~~~ ~~
25% off accessories
Master U-shaped lock $19.99
Skid·Lid, Bell tour Jite $40
Special $20 Tune-up and overhaul
Thorn Resistant Tubes $4.50 installed
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KAMCH COMPANY
Steak Sause & Lounge
8904 Menaul NE

Take A Walk
On The Board Walk

Representing Reality: Fragments from the Image Field is at the UNM Art Museum through
Feb. 12. The etching and woodblock prints are from Crown Point Press, Oakland.

By Lydia Piper
It's easier to find time to do things
at the beginning of a semester nothing is due yesterday, there are
still weeks before the first tests will
be given and only sadistic professors
expect term papers during the first
week of classes.
But the extra time need not be
wasted. Ellploring the many campus
galleries and museums, for example, may prove to be an entertaining
way to spend u morning or afternoon.
The Dnivcrsity of New Mexico is
the home of the world renowned
Maxwell Museum of Anthropology.
It is one of several scientific
museums on campus including the
Museum of Southwestern Biology,
Geology Museum and Institute of
Meteoritics Museum .. Situated on
the northwest part of campus, it fea·
tures anthropological exhibits year
round.
One of its current ellhibits is the
•'Chaco Phenomenon,'' a collection
of artifacts excavated from Chaco
Canyon in northwestern New
Mexico.
Like the Maxwell Museum, the
University Art Museum, in the Fine
Arts Center, is interested in southwestern work. In fact, many of its
exhibits are by artists who have
worked or are working in New
Mexico.
The museum features work in all
media and regulatly holds graduate ·
student and faculty shows. It also
has one of the finest collections or
photographs in the country includ..ing prints by Ansel Adams, Alfred
Stieglitz and Eliot Porter.
Currently on display is an exhibit
called "The Self As Subject: Visual
Diaries by 14 Photographers," an
photographic autobiogtahical exploration and documentation by the
artists involved in the show.
Also on display is "Representing
Reality: Fragments from the Image
Field,'' from the Crown Point Press,
a workshop in Berkeley, Calif.
which is similiar to Albuquerque's
Tamarind [nstitute.
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Jan 10-14 Sa11sy Jones
17-21 Deep Gold
24-28 Deep Gold
31-4 Walter Pigepn

Snafu
ln the Jan. 9 issue of Tha New
Maxico Daily Lobo, Jack
Blades, bassist for Night Ranger,
was misquoted. Thequoteshould
have read, "We're put on a show
to sell tickets, not just as an opening act.'' The Daily Lobo regrets
the error.

Although the University Art
Museum regularly features work by
graduate students, the Teaching
Gallery, in the New Art Building,
Union Gallery and Art Students
Association Gallery, both downstairs in the New Mexico Union feature work from undergraduate students, local and visiting artists.
The ASA Gallery is uniqu~ in that
it is run by students, with eight
volunteer committee members voting on what is shown. The associa·
lion entertains contemporary as well
as political art, apparent in its recent
exhibitions ''Aying Rocks,'' which
was a statement by local artists on
the mining of the Bisti Badlands,
and "Dreaming: Dreams of New
Mexico and Russia" by Russian dissident artist Alecksandr Kalugin,
who was arrested in Russia for being
an artist working outside the
accepted social norm.
Upcoming shows include a
women artists' invitational and a
collaboration with UNM's literary/
arts magazine Conceptions Smithwest.
Two smaller galleries on campus
include Jonson Gallery, at 1909 Las
Lomas N.E., and the Art Education
Gallery in Masley Hall, College of
Education.

The Jonson Gallery was founded
by Raymond Jonson, an instructor at
UNM for almost 20 years. Although
the gallery often features work by
Jonson, it also showcases work from
new artists.

monopoly • checkers • sorry • parchisi • mastermind
yahtzee • battleship • boggle • chess • scrabble
Check out the new board games with your i.d.

New Mexico Union

There's A Totally Free T ~shirt
Waiting for You at Albuquerque Federal!
Only Albuquerque Federal offers Totally I~ree Checking. It's the checking account for peopl~ w}IO like to
keep things simple and hassle-free. There's no minimum balance requirement. no monthly St'rvlc(' f(•(• •lnd no
per check charge.
And, for a limited time, we'll give you a Totally Fret! T-shirl at no C'harg(' just for o~ening P-n Alhuqut-rqutFederal checking account. Simply present your UNM student ID when you come m to OJll'll your account
with $100 or more.
We also have interest earning checking account plans for you to choose from. Overdraft protection's availabl1~
too.
Plus you can get cash from your checking account day or night with Passcard Teller located at Albuquerque
Federal offices in Albuquerque, Rio Rancho, Santa Fe, Las Cruces and Farmington.
Convenience and economy. Everything you need from a checking accoont. Open your account today at the
East Central Office of Albuquerque Federal 4901 Central NE and pick up your totally Free T-shirt.
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San Diego State Beats New Mexico 74-68
lh Jim Wit•scn
· '
Whc·u San [)1cgo Stat~: ba'>kl!lhall
,. k·cy •• ( ·•Bill~'"
·
<oad\ [laVIlI ";>Jllll
~a 1
lt•d lur Mr Wat.,ou. he )'Ol ;1 ddiml<'
iiii'•WI'T.
And th~ ~uphomml' !'ll<tnl came
up wtlh th,· wronf! numb1·r~ illr The
\illl\i~'r\Jty u.l N,·~~o Mcxic:n men·,
lw.k•:tb;JI\ team
Wabun. whu JU't became cltpihl•·
111 ttnw lor till' Wc\tcru Athletic
( 'nnlt'!'<'IKC M!n,un. had 1R point~.
liw steal' and lour "''i~ts to lcau the
A1tr1:\ pa't the Lobo' 74-6H at llni ·
n-r,Jtv Arena Satunlny 111~ht.
The Ins' snapped the \JNM'.,
n11w !!a me winninj! ~lreak and

·
· New Mc)(Jco
·
nlilrkccl the f1N
tmw
had lo\1 in the Pet tin' sca~on.
The Allee<,' tront l111c of Michud
(',· 1,.."c (I> .<)J, l,cc>nar·'
u Allen t'>-I(JJ
'
and An lire Russ !6-<J l shut down
New Mcxi~;o's tnsiue ollcn~ive
game ;1/lJ furct:d the Lobo., to .,hoot
h'OIII the 20-foot run)!c most of the
lli!,!ht
Lobo guard Ncl.,on rran;c kept
the l.oho~ close c;~rly 111 the first half
~~~he canncu his first four ;hut~ from
the ltclu. But the Aztc,·s steauily
pulleu away from the Lubos with
good outside shooting from SDSU
guard~ Jeff Konck and W:mon. The
Allee~ led 4.~-33 at intermission.
The Aztecs increased their \cau to

· Wit· h "·.,6
· · ·m th c
lX pomts
o.- rema1n10g
J!amc. hut the Lobossliced the gap t()
II points with 2:10 left.
('<ll"..·•<>n .an·'u the Lobos rc~ortcd to
fouling the Aztecs' intentionally.
and had a cha.nce to cut the lead
clown to something manageable .in
the final minutes, but the Lobo.,
made costly turnovers and mbscd
\hots.
The huge SDSU front-line trio
was almost impenetrable as they
allowed Tim Garrett anu Alan
Dolcnsky few opportunities to convert inside.
"They uid a good job zoning
me " said Garrett, "but I still
tho~ght that my teammates could

•·

.

have go t ..th?· baII t o mc more often
. · · '' ough
·· aducuh nine
fi .points.
. . . tl I· .
Garrett hmshed the game With 14
. 1t was t c 1rst tnnc 111 Jc ast
points and 13 rebounds and ~cld eJg.~t g~mes that the quartet of
Cage, who had scored over20 pomts
Smith,
1
k II fG_arrett,
I d t Fransc. and
d Dolenstbl (j
a contest in cac~ game he!! asP uycd
Y a m c . 0 sco~e m ~~ · .~ •·
this season. to Just IS pmnts.
gu~cs. Dolensky fimshed With e1ght
"There is nOb(~uy .~s difficult ~or pomts.
us to match up With, Colson salli,
The Aztecs had five men in douwho has managed just one victory in ble figures. Watson was high man
seven tries versus the ~ztccs. "Ev- 1'or the Aztecs with !8 points. Cage
cry shot we took was li•ffcrcnt than and Allen finished with IS points
in the past games:- these guys a}- apiece and Ross and Konek had 10
ways have a hand 1n your face. Its points each.
haru to believe they lost to UTEP by
16 points."
.
The taller Aztecs outrebounded
Franse leu the Lobos w1th 18 the Lobos, 42-32, and outshot New
points. Phil Smith. who wore a a llak Mexico from the field. The Aztecs
jacket to protect bruised ribs. had 17 shot 50.9 percent from the field to
points. freshman Kelvin Scarbor- the Lobos' 46.4 percent.
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i• Discover some answers

i•

Ii. to lile's important questions.f
Enroll in an accredited Bible course a:t the Christian Student Center.

:

~

SPRING COURSES:

•. Bible
Bible
+ Bible
: Bible

i!
+

1411
3381
4360
3362

:

NT Greek for B;.;ginners
8:00- 9:30a.m. MW
Survey of church history
9:30 - 11:00 a.m. MW
Galatians and Romans
9:30- 11:00 a.m. TTH
Prison Epistles
6:30 - 9:30 p.m. Tues.
Fee $10.00 per course
Registration at Christian Student Center
"'at (hot class meeting

•
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+
:
•
:
~

f
CHRISTIAN STUDENT CENTER
t•
l .................................................j
:

130 Girard HE

265·4312

LAnGELL'S

2 900 Carlisle N E
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ART SUPPLY
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Games Room
Changes Made
"Preview '84" continues this
week through Jan. 21 in the Games
Room at the New Mexico Union.
Miniature golf is reduced to 99
cents per round at the Putt~r, a!ld
pool is 25 cents off regular pnce w1th
coupon.
Today is the opening day of the
Semester Pool Challenge, a ladder
tournament for beginning and advanced players. A final tournament is
scheduled for late April. Rules and
entry forms are located in the Games
Room.
Board games are a new addition to
the Games room activities. Fourteen
games are available for daily and
overnight checkout for a minimal
fee.

STORE HOURS
MON.thru FRI. 8•30- 5•30
SATURDAY 9•00-5•00

unm ART STUDEnTS & FACULTY
WITH CURRENT /.D.
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$21 00
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11-educlng Moth Anxiety
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La Chicano: Myth C. 1\.eollty
Her Own V alee:
Block Women WrlteD
Women & Work
Mothel'$ & Doughtel'5
lntro to Women Studies
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American Indian Women
Contemporary
Feminist Theory
Media Arts & Women
Women C. Sports
Wome-n In Leodel'$hlp
Sexism In Education
Women & Law II
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20% off
Ghirardelll Chocolate
with this ad
10% Off all merchandise
with VNII'I Student 1D
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In Downtown Albuquerque
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Our CounN Alw:
MULTICUL7VItAL. INTERDISCIPUNAAY,
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INTERESTING.
Our Instructors Averaged 5.28 on the 6 point ICES Stu·
dent Evaluation Scale In 1982-83
Call 277-3854 or stop by at the Women Studies Program Office, 233 Marron Hall for more Information.
Scott Caraway

Swarming Defense: San Diego State's tall trio of Leonard Allen (far left}, Andre Ross {30} and
Michael Cage thwarts this drive by Lobo guard Phil Smith. The Lobos lost to the Aztecs 74-68.

Lobo Loss Ends
Several Streaks
By Eric Maddy
The magic of '74 is history. Unfortunately for the New Mexico
Lobos it was their Waterloo Saturday night.
UNM defeated Southern California 74-60 in the Great Alaskan
Shootout for their first win of the
season, The Lobos have won three
other games when they hit that point
total - Long Beach State, Eastern
New Mexico and Idaho State.
Lobo opponents also have been
stuck on that number, and it has been
good news for UNM. Both Bowling
Green and U.S. International scored
74 points in losing to the Lobos.
But somebody forgot to tell
Anthony Watson, Jeff Konek,
Leonard Allen, Michael Cage anu
Andre Ross about that. Those five
San Diego State players hit double
figures in the Aztecs' 74-68 win
over UNM at University Arena
Saturday night
It was the end of several streaks
for the Lobos. It was the first time in
nine contests that UNM shot below
50 percent from the field: it was the
first time in seven contests that
UNM's four seniors- Nelson
Franse, Phil Smith, Tim Garrett and
Alan Dolensky ~ failed to score 10
points each (Dolensky had 8 against
the Aztecs); and most importantly
for Gary Colson's squad, the loss
ended a nine-game winning streak,
the longest since 1978.
"We just got the crap beat out of
us," said Colson. "We couldn't
stop them. It seemed to me that the
first 15 times they had the ball that it
continued on page 19

Attention
faculty members

Discount good Jan.16,thru Jan~ 31,
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in the WAC championships,
but believes that his Lobos could
pull an upset.
The Lobos continue action Friday
night at Highlands.

Back

Phone 888-4040
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ri~s

Welcome

11 block south of candelarlal

YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF
TO TAKE A COURSE!
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The University of New Mexico
wrestling team will take to the mats
tonight in a match against Athletes
.in Action at 7:30 in Johnson Gvm.
"They're tough," said Lobo
Coach Bill Dotson. "Most of their
wrestlers are All-Americans that
competed at the collegiate level."
The Lobos are 5-2 this season
with their only losses coming
against nationally ranked Nebraska
and Northern Iowa.
Lobo Curtis Luttrell, who leads
the Lobos with 18 falls, needs just
one more fall to break the all-time
single season mark held by his younger brother Chris Luttrell. Chris Luttrell was seriously injured in an auto
accident last summer and redshirted
this season.
"I'm proud of everybody on the
team," said Dotson. •'The kids are
really doing a super job."
The Lobos schedule has been
tough, but Dotson said the talented
competition the Lobos have faced
should help them prepare for the
feb. 25 Western Athletic Conference championships.
Dotson said that Brigham Young
and Wyoming would be the favo-

WOMEN STUDIES
!(J
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................................i Lobos To Face Athletes in Action
•! "...THE TRUTH SHALL SET YOU FREE" i•
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"A STUDENT SERVICE"
located in the SUB basement
between Casa del Sol
and the Games Area
Director - Dorothy Delgadillo

--

MEMBERSHIP
Full time student/FREE Part time student/$5 General Publid$7.50
Memberships need to be renewed each semester. Your membership includes use
of all facilities and basic instruction:

FACILITIES
POnERY
4 potters wheels for throwing
hand extruder and molds for handbuilding
wide variety of clays and glazes to choose from (clay prices ranging
from .15 to .30 per pound)
assorted tools at low prices
3 electric kilns
BLACK & WHITE PHOTO LAB
darkroom for film processing (.75 per roll)
darkroom for printing (. 75 per hour)
2 Beseler enlargers with SO, 75 or 1OOmm lenses
for members only, we sell b&w film and paper
price includes chemicals, tanks, reels, graduates, easel, ...
JEWELRY
lapidary equipment
copper enameling
rouge and tripoli wheels
kiln and acetylane tank
EMBOSSOGRAPH SIGNS
we take orders for almost any kind of sign you need

COPIES

HOURS

3¥2¢

_ Mon • Fri 8:00 am • 8:00 pm
Sat 9:00 am - 5:00 pm Closed Sundays

For Your Students
Sprin Term 1984

Class readers
Lab Manuals
kinko·s copiczs

1

WORKSHOPS
fe11ther combing, plaster masks, soldering, stcnccuttlng, copper enameling, pcrcelain inl/iyS, basketry, tradltlon11/
batik, silkscreen, basic b/11ck and white photogr11phy and much morel

For More Details, call or stop by and sec us!
Phone 277·65'.-4
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WELL WOMEN CLINIC
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Annual Exams. Family Planning, PAP Smears,
VD Screening, 1\eferrals.
CALL FOP. APPOINTMENT: 265·9511
1
6
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Returning Students
Association
AN ORGANIZATION DESIGNED FOR
THE NON~TRADITIONAL STUDENT
Peer Group Support
Social Activities
Tutoring-Advice
Instructor's File

Sp.orts

Sports

ADORTION AND PREGNANCY
TESTING CLINIC'S

Political Clout
Lounge & Study Area
Advocacy Group
Educational Grants

Mail: Box 91, SUB-Campus
Office: Room 24-C SUB Basement
Lounge: Fireplace Room SUB Basement
Office hours: MWF
TJh 10·4

Foote Leads Lobos to Victory
Uy Eric Maddy
Mn\t pt•oplc enjoyed the month·
lun!l "~me\tcr break und wi~h it
would luo. t lnnpt:r.
Don't count Doll!! Ho~clton a'
one of tho\~ people.
Baek be lor!! the holiday,\ the l!nivcp,l(y ol Nev. Mcxir.:li women\
hw.. kcthull team dcfcatctl Hardin
Simmons 71-59 at University Arena
to \tn:tch their record to 5-2. The
Lobo' took to the road for two holid:~y tournament~•• which llo,clton,
the head coach of UNM'~ women's
team. hoped would spread some
holiday cheer among his team.
But disaster struck. Debbie
Hayes, who wa~ UNM's top shooting guard accmding to the coach,
went down with a knee injury during
an 82-73 loss tu Boise State. Hayes
was averaging 11.8 point' and four
assi.~ts per game and was shooting
61 percent from the floor. Hayes
was also second in the nation in free
thruv. percentage at the time of her
injury.
When Hayc' went down, UNM
Wa\ 6·2. Without her, the Lobos lost
four \traight game\, and with only
four games left prior to the btart of
High Country Athletic Conference
uction, UNM looked to regroup Fri·
day night again~t traditional NAIA
power Adam' Stale. And regroup
they did.
Ali~on Foote hit 14 of 16 shots
from the field, ~eoring 28 points,
pulled down II rebounds, blocked
two shots and did everything else
except sell popcorn in UNM's 87-61
victory.
Foote. a 5-foot-11 junior from
Farmington, N.M .. got a lot of help
from her teammates. Yvonne
McKinnon added 24 points on seven
of 11 ~hooting (plus seven of 10 free
thrnws). grabbed 12 rebounds and
had three assbt~; puint guartl Cmhy
Lowther had nine assists, eight
steals and ran UNM ·~ transition
game to ncar perfection: and Sally
Anderson contributed 10 points for
UNM, now 7-6.
Hoselton praised the effort of
Foote, McKinnon and Lowther after
the win ... Alison had l:>ccn struggling defensively," Hoselton said.
.. Her whole game is body control,
and she showed it tonight.
.. Yvonne's been on. She outplayed Kym Hampton of Arizona State,
one of the best centers in the coun·
lfY. Ymnnc had 22 pnints and lO

Yvonne McKinnon (50} powers for 2 points against an Adams
State defender. The Lobos upped their record to 7-6 with an
87·61 victory Friday night.
rebounds and held Hampton to 17
"If we want more defensive
points and eight rebounds.
pressure we'll play Winnie Fo~tcr.lf
And tonight. Cathy juH went we arc looking for offense, Brenda
bananas on the assists.'' said Hosel- Perry will probably be in. If we need
ton. "We needed a good offcn~ivc quickness, like when we run our
outing. We ha~e been ~hooting very press, we cun usc Dancnc Sherwood
poorly from the llonr.
and if we need more size we'llmovc
"Debbie always seemed to make foote to guard and put in Tracy Sat·
the big shot when we needed it," ran." Hoselton said. "If I had to
Hoselton said. "This win ~houltl name a starter for the Wayland game
give us some confidence."
I'd say Foster. but I'm sure all four
Hayes' injury has given Hoselton will sec a great tical of action."
some flexibility in his lineup.
Hoselton was pleased with his
"You're not going to replace some- team's defensive effort and lack of
one like Debbie, so we've just tried turnovers. "Those two things arc
to plug in what we need at the time,'· going to win us some ball games,"
said Hoselton. "It gives us Mlmc be said. "I told the team afhalftime
flexibility, depending on a given that those who wanted to play desituation, the defense that is being fense would be the ones who would
played against us and who's hot at play."
continued on page 19
the time."

ful inside attack. Besides their scoring power, Konek c<mtributcd eight
assists and Watson added five steals.
"You have to give credit !(1 Watson. I thought his shooting was the
key," said Colson. "Konek ran
their club the best I've seen anybody
run it."
Aztec Coach David ·'Smokey"
Gaines was pleased with his team's
perfonnance. "We played with a lot
of poise in the Pit," said Gaines.
"We cut down on our turnovers and
hit our free throws until the end. It's
always good to get a win on the road,
especially since New Mexico has
been playing great."
Hoopla: Garrett's 13 rebounds
against the Aztecs was a team high
this year....
Smith 'slayup with 17:21 left in
the first half moved him past Marvin
Johnson to fifth place on the all-time
UNM scoring Jist. Smith, who was
named player of the week in the Jan,
16 Sports Jllustrated, scored 17
points against the Aztecs to give hitn
I ,263 points in his career, The
senior point guard needs 21 points to
overtake the legendary Francis
Grant. Smith would have to average
18.6 points per game to surpass Willie Long, UNM'scareerleader... ,
San Diego State officials have
confinned that their program will be
penalized for violating NCAA rules.
Speculation is that SDSU will re·
ceive one year of probation in I 985.
An announcement is expected from
the NCAA later this week.

The Finest
Body Building
and
Fitness Center
for
Men &Women

Llller11

Student
Discounts
Available

II•·

2525 Jefferson NE
884-8012
Close to UNM

ATTENTION
SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING
MAJORS!

Keystone Life
2625 Pennsylvania NE
Solar 1 Building Suite 300
Alb. NM 87110 884-6827
OR AT:

1.00-:H!Op.m. \1-\\'-F
TIHI!IIt!h fo't•h. h. 1%-1

• CASHIERS OFFICE
llt·t!ntn· pl;lll tmh t·.m l)(· putl'llil~t·d
C."h"''' Olliet•. Sdmlt•' llall
until Ft·IH·mu·~ -1. lUll-!

,,t

111'1/t•l /lt•m•/il

884-6827

UNM hull only four turnovers at
half and end~d up with 12 for the
game.
"We broke a four-game losing
streak and that's nice," said an
elated .. Hoselton after the win.
''We're showing improvement.
We're not back t(l where we were
before the holidays, but it's coming.
"Improvement docsn 't come in
big steps but in little steps, and we
took a little step tonight."
UNM hopes to take another little
step tonight against Wayland Baptist. Tipoff is set for 8 p.m. at University Arena.
Wayland Baptist sports a I 0-R record but is on a twn-game losing
streak. The Queens lost to Texas
A&M Friday and to West Texas
State 69-67 Saturday night in Amarillo.
"The advance scouting report we
hear is that they arc a pretty good
basketball team. Nancy Ratliff (a
WBU guard) played with Alison at
Farmington, und they have two
strong post players in Carmen Wynn
(5-foot-11) and Betty Brown (6font-2),
"I also hear they have a set shooter named Mayfield who has range
from 23 feet," Hoselton added.
"But she didn't play in their last
gamc.ldon'tknowifshe is injured
or why she dido 't play, but the Texas
A&M coach told me she bumcd
them Friday."

~

Welcome Back Students!
Enjoy Happy Hour

AT CAFE OCEANA
Featuring Special Prices On:
lhe Air l'orce has opentngs for young men and women majoring in
selttled scienc~ ar.d enginee~ng fields. Li~e Aeronaulical. Aerospace,
Generol Md Electrical Engineering·. Mathemallcs. Physico and Corn
puler Technology.
lo help prepaw for one ollhese. Air Fore~ ROTC offers two and
four year programs of sludy which "ill defray 'orne of your colleg<>
cns.ts.
.
Aller compleuon of the AFROTC requirement. and upon your
gradualion, you11 btl commls,oned an olllcer In !he All Force Then
co!Th's responsibility, experience In YO\•t sp<!<iahy v.;Uh some of lh<'
bl!sl peopll!' and facilities In the \I,:OJid. und a iiliS!iiton wilh i1 purpose
Yoo'll Q<t excellent starling salary. m<'<iical and d<nlal care. 30 day-s
vacation with pay heginnlng your firs! yeot. ond more
Look lnlo th• Alr Force ROIC ptogram tlgfll awoy. See v;hat"s in II
for you. See how you can serve your country n1 relurn

Contact:

~
doz. $-t.95
half doz. $2.95
Shrimp on lee ..................... doz. $4.95
half doz. $2.95

Oysters

~
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If you love fine writing, now you can
'
choose between two Precise Rolling Ball pens '
that write so fine yet flow so smoothly you'll
wonder how we made it possible.
1
Only The Precise allows you to write beau- ,
tifully in either fine point or extra fine point, ·
The price? It's even finer. Only $1.19 each.

r

PILOT PRECISE ROLLING BALL PENS.
2 OF THE FINER THINGS IN LIFE.

CP•LOtJ®~ng&ll
nrecise
UNM BOOKSTORE
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
-·

New Mexico Art Supply, Inc.

I
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Across From The University of New Mexico, Since 1958

2510 Central Avenue S.E., Albuquerque, NM 87106
5os-2e5-3733

25% STUDENT DISCOUNT WITH
CURRENT N.M. I.D.
Through January 28, 1984

ROTC

PRODUCTS

J

With this ad

I

I1
I
I

( "111 t'IW!<'

Gotewoy too greet woy of life.

50% DISCOUNT ON ALL

Plus everyday savings of up to
50% throughout the store!
Special discounts apply with
current N.M. student I.D.
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Capt Suzanne Dundas
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• DAILY DURING
REGULAR
OFFICE HOURS

Ht'lln''l'lllilli\ t• .tl<tilahlt•
l!t•t(lilllillt! l•lll. )(;, I!Jij.j

continued from page 18
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ENROLL

• STUDENT HEALTH
CENTER

Women-

Turnover·--------------------

continued from page 17
didn't leave their end of the court
until they scored something.
"It's a VCfY helpless feeling," he
added. ·'Their height was very difficult to overcome at both ends of the
court. Nobody is more difficult for
us to match up with."
"Their height" includes the 6foot-10 Allen, 6-9 Cage, 6-9 Ross
and substitute Michael Kennedy
(also 6-9). UNM 's tallest front line
gave away seven inches to the skyscraping Aztecs, who outrebounded
the Lobns 42-32.
More importantly, SDSU's mere
presence forced UNM to alter its
shots. "When they've got that one
step they can block the shot," said
Dolcnsky, who was only two of
eight from the field. "1 couldn't
drive in as deep as 1 normally
would."
"I would flash out and when I got
the ball we did all right," said Tim
Garrett, who had scored 25 points in
two straight games but was held to
14by the Aztecs' stingy defense. "It
(the inside game) was open all night,
but it just wasn't open very long.''
Lobo guards who would normally
feed inside to Garrett and Dolensky
had problems of their own. Point
guard Konek, a transfer from Kansas, and Watson, who became eligible at semester and started his first
game for SDSU this season, combined for 28 points. Most of those
points came from long distance,
which opened up the Aztecs' power-

NOW PILOT IS
TWO POINTS UP
ON THE
'I-.
I••
COMPETITION. I.. .
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Limited to supply on hand • cash, Visa & MasterCard only.
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!Ykxiro ();uly lobo. January I(), I'JX4
888·40~7.

1/31

PlANO Lt:SSONS ~· AU. ages, levels. ('~II Laur~
Krnrner: 26$· 13S2.
1/26
24110t!R TYPINCi, 294·0144; 7.9S..~ i 10.
2/29
WILL BABYSIT YOUR Infant or to\ldler with mine
In my horn~ near UNM. l.imit three kids. Quality
,care. Merlrneel47·8236.
1/16

Las Notlcias
·numF. WILL nt: a Rolfing drmon.1trntion Wed.,

Jon. 18, 7 p.m. nt ~014 (h••ll!liUpe Troll NW. Come
see how Rolling cnn hdp you fed better. 34~·3122
Daniel llcpperm•n.
1/16
wo'iiii(N: YOU SJIOULO take a Women ~tudiu
nmnel La't pngc of Spring Schedule lists s!lmc of
IINM's best cln•m. Call 277·3N54 for more In·
formation.
1/20
GAY AND i,ESIIIAN StudemiJnlon meeting to plan
the semester's attivilies nnd fum1 social groups.
Tuesd11y, 1/17/84,7:30 p.m., Slln231A·C.
1111
UNM iiOOKS'r(utt: Rt:rURNS l'<llicy: I) You must
have your sales rc~dpt. 2) l.fl.lt day to return b feb.
11. 1) llcxlks must be In muc condition us rurchn!ed.
4) Yonm111t have yuur J.D.
1120
'Ai:i£1..\Nn: .l'.iUJERt:.r;l liNI>ERSTAND myths
and reo lilies of 1 o Chic&nn. Toke WS 2J I, Tuesday
evening,, 6:30·9:10.
1/20
('()N<"M"HONS SOll'fUWl'~'il' wn.L be occepting
whrnis1iom 111 art beginning 1nn. 30, 1984. We will
tnke them until l;cb. )7. '\hdc preferred for work
larger limn JIX14. l'lutc to leave work will be an·
I /20
nunnfctl
Ail~ VOl! fNciM New rnglnml (l'enllllylvnniu, New
Ymk uml New Jersey induded)? Are you a graduate
~tmlclll of S~oltl\h de~.:ent? [)o you huvc good grades
nml want $10,tlOU to ~tudy ut a Scol!ish university for
A year? H fiO, liJ>J'IY IRIIOCI!intcly Ill Office of Inter·
nolionnll'rogrnms ·deadline January 30, 1984. Suint
Andrew's Sn<:icty ( lmlluate S~holnrshlp.
I i 18
ni~Afifw()Mt;N WlUTE great litewturcl Read It In
WS214,11er Own Voice. MWl· noon.
1120
Riis111S AN Experience! Register on/or by January
22 Cict nntllllinted with sorority women on (ltmpu!
and tour the houses. ('nil the Student Activities
( cmer nt 271 A706 ror more tnfonnalion or 5lop by
the Center In the NM Union U11ilding (SUO), Room
106.
1120
~itiii? Mt:l·:'fiNm JWt:NTT Advertise In Lns
Notldns (Jnly 10 'ents per word per issue for IJNM
dCJlUrUncnts und orsnnlzntlons.
tfn

!lOti CQNTACf u:NSE.'i arc now very reasonable
for everything! Call - Mnk10 appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, across from LaDelles, 5019 Menaul NE.
888-4778.
tfn
l4 llR TYPING Service. 294-0144 days, 298·5110
evenings.
I/2S
TYPING, IBM SEU:CTRtC. ~5·3331.
1116
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING. Rludy 296·6298.

on .:ampu!, Serious worken only; we give recom·
mendations. 1·800-243.6679.
l/20
f'AMU.Y NEEDS WARM, loving woman~
with care of three young children and some house
chore! six evenlng$/Wk In exchange for room, board
and $200/month salary. MU$1 have own car, work
references. 34~-9~49.
1/20
AIRI.INFS ARE lfiRlNGI flight attendants,
mcrvationlstsl $14-39,000. Worldwide) Call for
lllrectory, sulde, newsletter. (916) 944-4440 e~t.
un~mexlcoalr.
1/31
flOUSF,KEEPER/DABYSllTER: Loving woman
needed to help Christian family. Very positive
situation. Lovely horne ncar UNM. Flexible schedule.
Excellent pay. Private room and bath if able to liveln. Replies to: Babysitter, P.O. Bol\ 2S063, Albuq
87125.
1/27
TIITORS NEEDED fOR Spring mncoter. Primarily
math, English, biology, accounting, chemistry,
engineering and economics. Work-study preferred.
Call Athletic Advisement Orrtce277-6S36,
J/27
CRUlSF.SIIlPS ARE lllRINGl $16·$30,0001
Corribcon, Hawaii, world. Call for guide, directory,
newsletter. 1-(911)) 944-4440 e~t. uncwmexlcocruise.
1/31

Genuine Gl Commando Sweater

Tan, .block or OD

ROOMMA'ft: WANTEDII14 Harvard S£J, Apt26.
It i•halfa block from UNM.
1/16
ROMANTIC lllDF.AWA Y WJTJI Woodstove heat.
Plus share wonderful house. Mille nonsmoking grad
1/20
student. Sl85 plus OD. 268·6617.
ROOMMATE WANTED: M or F to share twobedroom apt. $150 a month plus V. utilities. 2IJIJ·
2051. TrnmwaySil area.
1/:W
lARGE TWO·DEDROOM house near earn pus. $375
plus uulities. 243-6402.
1/18
NEW STJ)J)lO APARTMENT, 3433 Vail SE, 5210
month. Two weeks free .rent with sl~ month lease,
l'dso.k. Cnll266·1617or25S·3289.
l/20
CllEAP RENT. RF.SPONSIBLE female roommate
wanted, One utility In your name, very ncar UNM.
DEWARF.TIU; MOONI The werewolf strikes soon.
Move in byFeb.l. Cnll268·1l07.
1/:W
1/16
Wll.L SliARE WONDERFUL house with 5everal
St.NIJ YOUR MESSAGE to that special ~omcone or male grad students, Nonsmokers, Furnished, close.
friends and fnmlly. Make contact with o mmoge In SIBS plus DO, Includes utilities. 268·6617.
l/20
the clmslficds today. Pcadllnc: I p m. the day bcfllre
Insertion. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn LARGE IIOUSE TO share, dose to campus, with
quiet reliable woman. 5187.50 plus utilities. Sill().
deposit. 243·6402.
1/19
WALK TO UNM. Furnished onc-bdrm apartment
MORNING GLORY LUNCIIFS: Keller's chemical· with private yard, $175 plus utilities. Sorry, no
free hamburgers coolled Ill order, gourmet top. children or pets. Call293·1070 after4 p.m.
1117
ring\ -· green chill, cheeses, grilled onions,
PASSIVE SOLAR TOWNIIOUSE: Fireplace, two
avocados, bacon. Fresh assorted undwlches on bedrooms, lloi baths, modern kitchen, close lo
whole wheat bread buns or tortlllu, homemade soups campus, 5580/month. Ideal for grad student or
and salads, New Mexican specialities. Daily Lunch professor, 243·7409 evenings, 842-8200 days (uk for
Special $3.25. Veaetarlan speclaUlles, Mornlna Olory OallOottlicb).
I/19
{'arc, 2933 Monte VIsta. 268·1040. The Real Food
Specialists.
1/20 NEAR UNM: TWO.bdrm townhouse, No kids/pets.
3911 Silver SB. $310 plus utilities. 884-7338,
1/17
GOOD MORNING GLORY brcakfut served all day.
ntE CITADEL: SUPEU location near UNM and
Two farm fresh ens, two slices whole wheat tout,
two patties Keller's farm uusaae, fresh cut downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
home fries, free green chill on all egs, Sc:rved to you or efficiency, $270 to S400. All utilities paid. Deluxe
for only 52.50. Mornins Oloi)' Care, 2933 Monte kitchen with dlshwuher and disposal, recreation
room, swirnmlna pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
Vista. 268·7040. The Real Food Specialists.
l/20
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. ern
"fOOD/FUN" IS 11 place for announcements of
RutauranlJ, Parties, Food Sales and Stores, Con- FOR RENT: EFfiCIENCY apartment, 1410 Olrard
N.E., 5230/mo., for one person, 5250/mo. lor 2
certs, etc, Announce your &oodles and/or en·
lfn • persons, all utilities paid, Sl7S security deposit, Fully
tcrtalnment today.
rurnlshcd·sccurlty locks and laundry fadllties. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

From $21.75
e1
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AHMY NAVY liOOO~
504 YALE SE

265-TI77

1/20

OVERWE1GIIT1 NEED 0\IERWEIGIIT people for
an all· natural program (llerbalife). lSS-9866. 1/27
•U:\JLEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, dlsser·
lations, term papers, rcsumu,graphlcs. 83 1·3181.
1120
WORKING WOMEN UNITE to learn! WS 379.001,
WomcnandWotk, MWF II a.m. No prerequisite.
1/20
GI.ORY ROADERSI NOMAD furniture', stereo
cabinets, bookshtlves. Custolll built and lne11pcnslvc.
Free estimates. Call Tadl$~·6151.
1/20
WORD TAILOR: ACADEMIC word processing and
ott·llne Information search. 344-2421 tor In·
formation.
1127
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING. 821-4126. 2/29
RFSUME AND PASSPORT photos, black and
white, 24 hallts service. F'ou.r}or SS. Photos by Far.

For Sale
SCVBAI FINS, WEIGHTS, woman's wetsuit,
re&ulator,
octopus,
tank,
pac,
com·
pass/depth/pressure console, BC.$250. 294-$846,
I/16
ALPINE SKI BOOTS, Tecnlca Comp size 10. Orig
price 5300. Used once. Sacrifice $100. 242·8604 after
7p.m.
l/20
CLASSJFJEDS WORK! SELL your bicycle, stamp
collection or what-have-you in the New Mtxlco Dally
Lobodassinedadvertlsements.
tfn

Employment
NJGUT EDITOR NEEDED to oversee production of
Daily Lobo. l'lease call Wren at 277·56~6 durin& the
1/16
afternoon.
ClllW CARE NEEDED U•W 12:30-4:30, T·Th3•7 •
Transportation required, Sl30monthly. Nllrth valley.
842-5409.
l/20
NEED CASIIf EARN S~OO plus each school yeat, 2-4
(flel!ible) hours per week placlna and fillins posters

"4}ii~~·~
Bright Future Futon Company
. a cottage Industry •

2424 Gatf•eld Avenue SE
Albuquerque, NM 87106
(505) 268·9738

c;ov-ered
WV"agon
Largest Selection Of Souvenrrs

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

Discover the

BOOKWORM
Featuring used
hard back books.

Wldc vlricly from .-.rt to Stlf·hclp.
;...».. to II P.M. ocopl ~o~<>nday.

Miscellaneous

Open 11

BELLY OANCE CLASSFS starting January 24 and

30i3 Central N.E.

.

Fran&isean
Dis~overy

Days
For information contact:
Fr. Gino Correa-(505) 243-1369

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

DaUy Lobo

Classified
Advertising
Says It All
Selling your car? Someone
special's birthday? Spread
the news in the classifieds.
131 Marron Hall. Deadline is
1 p.m. the day before it is to
run.

VETERANS:

Need a place to
relax and get away
from it?
Join us for coffee and doughnuts this
week and find out what we're about.
The Student Veterans Association
Room 24F SUB basement.

•
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NEW MEXICO UNION
I
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January 27·29 at Tepeyac House
Albuquerque, New Mexico

Food/Fun

IIAIRCtJTS $10. BODYWAVES 528. Ask for Oina
by appt. only. 255·3279. VUla Hlllr Deslans, 2214
Central SE.
1/20
TYPING: PUNCfUAnON, SP.ELL1NG corrcc·
lions made. Mary 881-1724 days, :!65·1088 evenings.
1/27
SCARED OF MATIU Take WS 182, RcdudnaMath
Anxiety. Monday or Tuesday, 4:3~:30.
1120
BULIMIA TREATMENT PROGRAM. Intensive
three-day workshop for overcomlns binge
vomiting/purging Jan 27, 28, 29. N'orma Jean Wilkes
266-0459, 884-0760.
1126
ntE WORD MILL. Six years of experience. Enalish
M.A. Editing available. N'ear campus. 256..()916.

LOST 1·3·14: RED female Chow Chow ncar Carlisle
and Oib$un. :aeward. 897·2890.
1/18
CLAIM YOUR LOST posscsslonl at Campus J'ollce
tfn
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. dally.

A weekend for single Catholic men, 17-45,
to explore the story of Francis of Assisi
and the Franciscans.

Personals

Services

Lost&Found

Jan. 16·21, 1984
• per person with coupon •
POOL ONLY - LIMIT ONE COUPON PER GAME

100% wool or acrylic

Housing

TAKING A TRIP7 Advertise your trip, 11dventurc or
ride needs In thr. Dally Lobo.
tfn

25¢ OFF

MARC'S (;utTAR CENTt;R, Quality lessons, sates,
rental$ and repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 265·3315.
tfn
CONTA("f!l·l'OLISUING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Oplicul Company on Lomas just west ofW ll'lhlngton.
trn
A(TtiAATt: 1Nt'ORMA110N ABOUT con·
trn<'Cplion, steriliz.ntion, abortion. Right To Choose,
294 0171.
tfn
I'Jtt:GNANCY n:sTtNG & coumeling. Phone 247·

tfra

Travel

-----~~--------~------~------~
I
PR£VI£'W '84
I
I
The Game Room

1/23

9819.

CiRAPIUC ASSISTANT NEEPED at Dlomedical
Cornrnunicalions. Must be work·study student.
Production of camera-ready layouts (charts 11nd
graphs, slidco, posters, etc.) with phototype pen and
Ink and presslype. Shoot B&W prints with stat
camera. Portfolio required with prior experience 11nd
knowledge of technlq\les required. Contact Yvonne
Wabton 277-363).
1/27

ACROSS
1 Tops
5 Be angry
10 Blond
14 Tunnel
15 Oklahoma
city
16 Entr' 17 Restraint
19 Get rid of
20 Cultivated
21 Rankles
23 Oriental
26 N.Z. tree
27 Lack
30 Gaudy item
34 Elevate
35 - robbery
37 Chern. suffix
38 Spenser
heroine
39 Trembles
41 Be a shrew
42 Incite
43 Good name
44 Branches
45 Vacillate
47 Radical
50 "Where -7"
51 Blood fluid
52 Shakespeare

title
56 Man in blue
60 Agave
61 Gets the
range:
2 words
64 Love god
65 Midyears
66 Weight unit
67 Cartograms
68 Morocco city
69 Nice seasons
DOWN
1 Light source
2 Baal, e.g.
3 Caper
4 Yukon river
5 Ball parks
6 Mild rebuke
7 Vale name
8 - - now:
Current
9 Shark
10 Nail down
11 Misery
12 Brain canal
13 Clarets
18 Relax
22 Sideslips
24ln return
25 Jumpy
27 Veers

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

• o:.:;.J;::..a::.a=
28 Depend
29 Adult:
2 words
.a 1 Biblical peak
32 Cheeses
33 On the level
36 Bird
39 Abash
40 Big gun
44 Dead ttee
46 Weapons
48 Most loyal
49 Liquors

52 Title of
respect
53 Cairo dancer
54 Confine
55 Six: Prefix
57 Monogram
part: Abbr.
58 Cameo, e.g.
59 Enoch's
cousin
62Jewish
scholat
63 Tumor: Suffix

